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中文摘要 

國立政治大學英國英文學系碩士在職專班 

碩士論文提要 

論文名稱 : 早期英語學習經驗與國小課室互動觀察之個案研究 

指導教授 : 招靜琪 博士 

研究生 : 余黛君 

論文題要內容 : 

  此研究旨在探究三位國小二年級學童早期的英語學習經驗。藉由觀察課室

互動，探討其早期英語學習經驗於課室英語學習上的可供性，分析可供性形成的

因素及有助於建構英語學習經驗的生態語言環境。 

  研究初期，由筆者(亦即該班之級任兼英語教師)針對英語學習狀況，進行班

級焦點對談、班親會討論以及班級問卷調查後，選出三位學習經驗迥異的學生為

研究對象。個案英語學習經驗的建構過程，則透過與其父母的半結構式一對一面

談以及學生的非正式訪談進行了解和驗證。二年級期間的課室互動經由錄影、學

生學習日記、形成性及總結性評量、教師教學日誌進行觀察和紀錄，過程中以生

態語言教育觀的可供性進行綜合分析。 

   研究討論依縱軸和橫軸兩方向進行: 縱軸為課室活動、可供性與學童感知

之間的衍生情況；橫軸為學童、可供性與課室環境之間的交互關係。研究分析顯
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示，課室互動中學童能覺察到的可供性，因其早期英語學習經驗的不同而有所差

異。本研究因此進而建議:(一)、教師可依學童不同的早期英語學習經驗，創造多

樣的可供性，營造優質的生態語言課室環境。(二)、學童可能因完全沒有或較少

的英語學習經驗，在課室互動過程中顯得相對弱勢，需要教師敏銳地關注，給與

更多的支持，維持平衡的課室互動學習生態。（三）、教師可提供父母便於使用

的資源管道，增加其子女於課外接觸英語的機會，建構多樣化的英語學習生態環

境。 

 

關鍵字 : 英語學習經驗、課室互動、可供性、父母、生態語言教育觀 
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Abstract 

 As a global language, English represents a powerful medium of various resources 

that many parents in Asian EFL countries would like their children to access to as 

early as possible. Parents in Taiwan are no exceptions. In turn, children’s early English 

learning experiences are varied before the formal English learning begins at the 

elementary school level. These diverse EFL learning experiences inevitably interplay 

with the learners’ classroom interaction; however, most empirical EFL research 

focused on the results of learners’ academic achievements, relatively little is known 

about how EFL young learners’ English learning experiences are constructed, what 

their classroom interaction are, and the interrelationship between the two. 

 The aim of this research is to investigate three second graders’ early English 

learning experiences. In particular, it explores what affordances they perceived during 

the classroom interaction, analyzes how their early English learning experiences 

played a role in these affordances, which in turn gains a better understanding of 

constructing a balanced ecology of children’s early English learning. 

 The study followed a multi-data approach combining with two phases of 

resources. Phase I: In order to determine the three focused participants with varied 

early English learning experiences, this phase included: (1) a class discussion as a 

group interview, (2) the discussion during the parent-teacher meeting, and (3) a 

questionnaire with the class’s 24 parents. Phase II included: (4) semi-structured 

interviews with three focused participants’ parents, (5) informal interviews and 

conversations with the three participants, (6) video recorded classroom activities 

observation and field notes, (7) learning journals kept by the three focused participants, 

and (8) documentation such as worksheets and assignments. The social constructionist 
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grounded theory proposed by Charmaz (2008) and the ecological approach developed 

by van Lier (2004) were adopted to analyze data. 

 The results revealed that the affordances learners could perceive during classroom 

interaction varied with their early English learning experiences. Cross-case analysis and 

discussion were presented in two different directions: (a) classroom activities, 

affordance, and perceptions and (b) agent (learner), affordance, and EFL class. 

 In conclusion, this study highlights the importance of constructing EFL children’s 

early English learning experiences both at and after school. Implications of the 

findings are: (1) EFL educators could apply the idea of affordance to provide learners 

of various experiences perceivable learning opportunities from the ecological 

perspective, (2) EFL young learners with little or no English learning experiences prior 

to elementary school need teachers’ attention for them during classroom interaction, 

and (3) EFL educators could provide parents with approachable access and resources 

for their children to access to a variety of English, constructing a balanced ecology of 

English learning outside school. 

Key words: experiences, interaction, affordance, parents, ecological 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 English as a lingua franca (ELF) is an evolving phenomenon which has 

influenced many EFL（English as Foreign Language）countries especially in terms of 

education (Jenkins, 2009; Kachru, 2006; Seidlhofer, 2009). As the world’s second 

language (Krashen, 2003), English is now often a required subject in many ELF 

countries; it is usually taught as early as when the pupil is at elementary school (Falout, 

2012). English Fever (Krashen, 2003; Park, 2009), “ the overwhelming desire” to 

acquire English and to make ensure that one's children acquire English, as a second or 

foreign language (Krashen, 2003, p. 100), becomes persistent in most EFL countries in 

Asia, and Taiwan is no exception.  

 One of the English Fever symptoms in Taiwan is related to the starting age of 

children’s exposure to English. Taiwanese parents, influenced by some folk theories 

about language acquisition (Krashen, 2003) often worry about their children’s slow 

start; they often take the initiative in introducing children to English as early in the 

child’s life as possible (Chang, 2008; Lin, 2008). They might construct English 

learning environment from fetal, infant, or pre-school periods, complicating the 

English Fever symptoms a booming English learning business. English learning 

multimedia, English-only or bilingual kindergartens, cram schools, private tutors, and 

on-line programs, to name just a few, are frequent access for parents to expose their 

children to early English learning. It is hardly surprising that children with various 

early English learning experiences, and those who have none, could encounter 

different kinds of challenges when they enter the formal English education in primary 

schools, which in turn could reflect on their interaction in the multileveled English 
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classes, a challenge that children, parents, and teachers are all beset with (Copland, 

Garton, & Burns, 2014). 

 Previous studies tend to consider that early learning experiences are the major 

reason for the challenge of EFL multileveled classes (Falout, 2012; Teng, 2009; Treko, 

2013); therefore, a good grasp of students’ prior knowledge and experiences can help 

teachers consolidate the scaffolding for students in heterogeneous classes (Bruner & 

Haste, 2010). In addition, a heterogeneous class usually needs to incorporate 

differentiated instructions and more collaborative learning activities that connect 

learners’ previous experiences and involve more peer interaction, to create diverse and 

productive learning environments (Borja, Sanchez, & Soto, 2015; Chien, 2012; 

Heacox, 2002; Treko, 2013). In regard to early learning experiences, young learners 

could not possibly make their own decisions about early stages of English learning; 

family members, especially parents, usually are the ones playing influential roles in 

constructing children’s English learning environment (Butler, 2013; Butler & Le, 

2017). Studies on early EFL Learning (Nikolov & Djigunovic, 2006) or viewpoints on 

EFL education policy in Taiwan (Chang, 2008; Oladejo, 2006) tended to focus 

primarily on commendatory formal English learning experiences instead of informal 

EFL learning environments--the early learning experiences outside school, i.e., EFL 

young learners’ access to English at home or in private language centers. The informal 

EFL learning is in fact common in Taiwan, yet seldom explored and investigated is its 

impact on formal English learning. As for parental attitudes towards EFL learning, 

researchers tend to analyze the mismatch between parents’ expectations and related 

governmental policies, or the causal effects between parental involvement and students’ 

academic achievements (Butler, 2013; Butler & Le, 2017; Chang, 2008; He, Gou, & 

Chang, 2015). Studies regarding how children’s early English learning experiences are 
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constructed and how these experiences interact with their formal English education are 

relatively rare. However, when language learning is seen as a complex adaptive system, 

learners’ behaviors (classroom interactions, learning attitudes, performance, and the 

like.) are based on the principle that “their past interactions, and current and past 

interactions together feed forward into future behaviors” (Beckner et al., 2009). That is 

why learners’ behaviors and academic achievements could not be analyzed as a fact of 

results; rather, EFL learners’ experiences and the implicit interplay between them and 

classroom interaction need to be unraveled through the empirical study.  

 From the ecology perspective (Kramsch, 2008), language and language learning 

are organisms; language learners are negotiators interacting with people and 

environment. Classroom interaction evolves from negotiation between the context and 

the influence of early experiences. Learners’ learning experiences, motivation, 

attitudes and classroom interaction are not independent of one another. Analyzing 

those factors respectively as in previous study is not sufficient to understand what 

challenges learners face since EFL learning process is dynamic and constantly 

interacts with experiences and contexts (Larsen-Freeman, 2012).  

 Under the basis of the above discussion, this study aimed to investigate the early 

English learning experiences of three EFL young learners. In particularly, the 

perceivable affordances evolve from their experiences and the classroom interaction. 

The teacher researcher intended to explore how other ecosystems, the different 

contexts, co-determine what happens in the classroom (van Lier, 2003), including 

exploring learners’ language learnings histories and observing their classroom 

interactions, which in turn may constitute an outlook “different from the traditional 

researcher’s cause-effect, product-oriented, context-reduced, value-free and detached 

stance” (van Lier, 2003, p.51) and hopefully, through the findings of this study, those 
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who interact with young EFL learners in Taiwan could provide enough perceivable 

“affordances” (van Lier, 2000) for them to “live and grow” harmoniously in the 

balanced ecology of multileveled English classes. 

 Focusing on the three Taiwanese children’s early exposures to English and 

cultures in such contexts as homes, kindergartens, language centers and their current 

interaction in the elementary school English classroom, the study were guided by two 

research questions: 

1. How are three Taiwanese children’s early English learning experiences 

constructed at home, in kindergarten, or private language centers, particularly 

with parents’ and/or other family members’ involvement?  

2. How do these children with different English learning experiences interact 

with peers and the teacher in the elementary school English class? 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

  The literature review section focuses on three topics: (a) The impact of English as 

a global language on children’s early English learning in Taiwan, (b) the ecological 

approach on foreign language learning, and (c) the lenses of observing classroom 

interaction and performance. 

The Impact of English as a Global Language on Children’s Early English 

Learning in Taiwan 

 English as a global language has impacted many Asian countries on educational 

policies and practices (Nunan, 2003), and Taiwan is among them. Until now, English 

is still the language with powers accessing people to the world community, whether it 

is community of entertainments, academics, economics, or social media (Crystal, 

2012). English itself is evolving into a family of world Englishes (Kachru, 2006; 

Kirkpatrick, 2014). As a lingua franca, it empowers itself with more and more 

varieties of resources and capitals (Jenkins, 2009). The enormous resources along with 

English propelled many governments to introduce it as a required subject at the 

elementary school level ( Nunan, 2001, 2003; Garton, Copland, & Burns, 2011.), 

among which Taiwan is no exception.  

 Even though, many parents in Taiwan hold to the view that it is never too early to 

learn English. The growing number of preschool children learning English could be 

regarded as positive index of parental attitudes towards early English learning, 

matching the analyses that Garton, Copland, and Burns (2011) indicated in their 

investigation of introducing English in primary schools across EFL countries: 

“responding to the widespread assumption that earlier language learning is better, the 
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ever-increasing demand for English as a result of economics globalization, and the 

pressure from parents who want their children to benefit socially and economically 

from English learning” (2011, p. 4). These findings also echoed the results from 

Nunan’s investigation in the Asia-Pacific countries (2003). Most private kindergartens 

and language centers in Taiwan therefore provide varieties of English courses to meet 

parents’ needs, a mismatch between parental expectation and the current English 

education policy (Chang 2008; Chen, 2011; Oladejo, 2006). This mismatch evolves 

diverse early English learning experiences among children way before they begin their 

formal English learning at elementary school.     

 Nevertheless, when the age factor is taken into account for language learning, it is 

important to identify that it is first, second or foreign language learning, for their 

contexts and mediation are different. For young EFL learners, having a foundation of 

the first language cannot be understated. To them, the first language affords 

background knowledge and literacy, instead of interfering, L1 paves a short cut for 

children to foreign language learning (Krashen, 2003). Vygotsky also acknowledges 

that the acquisition of a foreign language is different from that of the native one. L1 

semantics is a necessary mediator for functioning L2 learning (Vygotsky, Hanfmann, 

& Vakar, 2012), highlighting that the first language scaffolds foreign language learning. 

Vygotsky further maintains that the development of the native language is spontaneous, 

while the learning process of the foreign language is through nonspontaneous 

systematic instructions. This reflects that native language is needed to facilitate foreign 

language learning.  

  As for the early start, Muñoz in 2008 supported that with the same amount of 

instruction time, the older beginners proceed faster than the younger ones. That is, the 

older starters have the initial rate advantage in formal EFL learning situations. Muñoz 
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further stressed that under the limited exposure to the language provided in the EFL 

context, the possible benefits of an early start are not confirmed. 

 However, regarding a good accent, studies suggested that immigrant children 

developed native accents when they started second language acquisition before 

puberty, which is “a strong effect of biological maturation on the ability to speak a 

second language without transfer of accent and intonation from L1” (Tahta, Wood, & 

Loewenthal, 1981, p. 8). This inference might be applied to EFL learning. 

 Yet, English accent is not the major reason that drives parents in Taiwan to be in 

line with early English learning; a prevalent myth does: do not let your children lose at 

the starting point. 

 Actually, Krashen has pointed out that “there is no need for preschool cram 

school English, no need to start English at kindergarten” and that “Starting later is a 

preferred option in foreign language programs...”(2003, p. 107). Nonetheless, in his 

previous study conducted under the ESL context in terms of “ultimate attainment 

(younger-is-better in the long run)” (Krashen, Long, & Scarcella, 1979, p. 3), younger 

is better was wrongly taken as a one-sided consideration for foreign language learning, 

excluding the differences between ESL and EFL contexts, by many parents of young 

EFL learners, and applied to EFL countries’ educational practices. 

 In the keynote speech given at the Twelfth International Symposium on English 

Teaching held in Taiwan, Krashen (2003) observed children’s early English learning in 

Taiwan as a typical phenomenon coined English Fever, “the overwhelming desire to 

acquire English and ensure that one’s children acquire English, as a second or foreign 

language” (p. 1). He then particularly clarified the folk belief of “the younger is the 

better” (p. 3) in terms of foreign language acquisition, and intentionally pinpointed the 
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misinterpretation about Canadian immersion program, which could be unnecessary 

and inappropriate for the EFL context.  

 Indeed, there are concerns about early introduction of English. Take “English 

Only” in preschool education for example, its crowd out effects on L1 literacy, and 

national identity, a threat to first languages development and identity (Nikolov & 

Djigunović, 2006), prompted the government to take actions accordingly. Responding 

to outcries for protecting young learners’ L1 literacy and identity (Lin, 2008; Liu, 

2002), in July 2012, Regulations for carrying out preschool education and care 

services was gone into effected, banning all-day English and bilingual education 

programs for preschool children. Nevertheless, the private English learning industry is 

still booming in Taiwan (Chen, 2011), since the government does not enforce the 

regulation actively and parents could not exclude the idea do not let your children lose 

at the starting point pervasively. Multileveled English classes hence are common at 

urban elementary schools in Taiwan, an inevitable evolving challenge to teachers, 

students, and parents. Yet, compared with the quantities of studies on teaching 

methods experiments, teaching materials applications, or psycholinguistics 

investigations, EFL research in Taiwan rarely explored the impact of children’s early 

informal learning experiences on formal English education, a phenomenon in this 

situated context needs to be paid more attention to.  

The Ecological Approach on Foreign Language Learning 

 When the researcher traced how the phenomenon of global English interacts with 

EFL countries’ educational policies and practices (Crystal, 2012; Nunan, 2001), the 

ecological perspective on foreign language education (van Lier, 2000) interprets them 

correspondingly. No learners could escape the interaction with and among different 

contexts. Parental attitudes towards early English exposure interact with the 
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construction of young learners’ English learning experiences, which in turn interplays 

with children’s EFL classroom interaction. The ecological approach affords the 

teacher/researcher a frame to explore the interrelationships between and among 

contexts. (van Lier, 2004). 

 The term ‘ecology’ was often ascribed to Ernst Haeckel, a German biologist (as 

cited in van, Lier, 2000, p. 251). It refers to the scientific analysis and study of 

interactions among organisms and their environment, emphasizing humans are parts of 

nature and the interconnection of all life on Earth (Gross, 2007). This perspective is 

applied to various fields, including SLA (Kramsch, 2008). In 2004, van Lier 

elaborated in his book that ecological approach is “neither a theory nor a method. It is 

a way of thinking and a way of acting.” (van Lier, 2004, p. 3) Echoing Haeckel’s 

viewpoints of ecology, this way of thinking and acting explores the study of language 

learning in the contexts “as relations (of thought, action, power), rather than as objects 

(words, sentences, rules)” (p. 251). This approach facilitates the researcher to 

investigate the ecology of young EFL learners in the classroom context from a wider 

perspective. 

 Among the key concepts of ecological approach proposed by van Lier in 2004, 

the focused analysis of this study is: (a) affordance, and (b) access and engagement. 

 Affordance. 

 From the ecological perspective, affordances are the active learner’s relations to 

the environment (van Lier, 2000). Van Lier further proposed that the SLA terminology 

“input” could be replaced by “affordance”. The notion of “input”, based on his 

interpretation, perceives learners as passive vessels receiving and processing 

information as computers without considering the interaction among contextual factors 

(2004, pp.15, 28, 32, 82, 89). Differing from “input”, affordances are what the 
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language learner perceives as they are relevant to him/her in a particular situation 

(2004, p.53). Once the affordance is perceived, the active learner would act upon it 

directly and immediately (van Lier, 2004, p. 91). This term was originated by James 

Gibson (1979, p. 127), referring to what the environment offers, provides or furnishes 

the organism, no matter whether it is good or ill. For example, a piece of falling leaf 

could be food for a caterpillar, yet an obstacle on the way to an ant. Applying the 

notion of affordance to language learning, it is related to perceiving and interpreting 

meanings, and taking actions accordingly in the situated context (van Lier, 2004). To 

be specific, the environment--the EFL classroom is full of meanings that the language 

learner would perceive and interpret based on his/her affordances, what the meanings 

relate to him/her, and react upon them accordingly. Therefore, the affordances match 

the language learner to the environment. What matters most is what affordances the 

language learners pick up. As van Lier interpreted: “According to Gibson, to perceive 

the world is to co-perceive oneself. Meaning that when we perceive something, we 

perceive it as it relates to us.” (2004, p. 91). Learners’ early English learning 

experiences inevitably evolve into their affordances in the English classroom. On this 

premise, the notion of affordances was applied to observe how the three participants 

with varied learning experiences perceived meanings and themselves in this English 

community. The relationship between the agent (the learner) and the environment (the 

English class), and the interaction between class activities and the learner’s perception 

through affordances were hence unraveled (van Lier, 2004). 

 Access and engagement. 

Access and engagement together are the most important criteria for language learning 

as van Lier identified in his 1996 book. He also criticized that these two terms were 

employed by many learning theories in a way too general to miss their essentials. 
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 The essentials are access to the information in the environment and engagement 

in meaningful activities (van Lier, 2004). From the ecological perspective, when the 

language learner is active, then he/she could pick up the useful language information 

for activities. In other words, passively surrounded by the foreign language is not 

enough for the language learner; he/she needs access to the information of the foreign 

language and opportunities of engaging in meaningful activities. 

 The active perception is needed for access to the information and engagement in 

the activities, i.e. attention, and “attention relates to awareness and consciousness.” 

(van Lier, 2004, p. 98) van Lier further illustrated the degrees of attention when one 

perceiving an object: from being unaware, being aware, attending, focusing, to being 

vigilant. He asserted that all the degrees of attention, the intensity or levels of attention 

focusing, vary from relax to vigilant, and from peripheral to focal, all have their places 

for the learner when participating in particular activities during the learning process, 

one degree is not necessarily more conducive to learning than another. “Language 

learning is at times incidental and implicit, and at times it may require concentrated 

attention. Both conditions – and all other gradations in between – can yield learning in 

various circumstances.” (2004, p. 99). 

 Language awareness is different from attention in the language learning process 

according to van Lier’s interpretation (2004), which must be developed through 

affordances that EFL learners could perceive at the beginning. There are four levels of 

language awareness.  

 Level 1: In the process of acquiring a native language, one is surrounded with 

the mother tongue in the situated environment. The first language is immediate 

perceived by the language learner, and affordances are everywhere (van Lier, 2004). 

Different from that, EFL learning is often started as an-object-to-be-learned for 
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learners, so they must be aware of this foreign right from the start. The necessity of 

language awareness for EFL learners at the beginning are affordances they perceive. 

“It may be more or less prominent, hidden or overt, but it is there.” (p. 100). In 

other words, something related with English makes sense to them in the 

environment, but at this level, the learner might not yet react upon the perception.  

 Level 2: The learner starts to notice a linguistic feature, a focusing attention. This 

language awareness may follow a first-level affordance, a realization that some EFL 

usages differ from the learner’s current language knowledge. This realization could be 

used as a learning opportunity through interaction among learners of various 

experiences. 

 Level 3: The learner’s active control levels up his/her language awareness. At 

level 3, there is “an element of playing with language and a manipulation of linguistic 

expression, perhaps in storytelling, acting out and acting up, creating puns, imitating 

others, and so on.” (van Lier, 2004, p.101). That is to say, in the EFL classroom 

context, meaningful activities foster the learner’s language awareness through active 

involvement. 

 Level 4: The learner develops a critical awareness. In this perspective, as van Lier 

illustrated “the social and political aspects of language are examined, including the use 

and abuse of power, the manufacture of public opinion, deception and moral use, and 

so on.” (2004, p. 102).  

 Active perception, i.e., attention, is needed for the EFL learner as the affordance 

for access to information in the environment and engagement in meaningful activities, 

and attention relates to awareness and consciousness. Language awareness and 

consciousness arrive at different levels in different contextual forms according to the 

communicating purpose and the learner’s developmental skills. Language awareness 
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and consciousness raising are affordances that EFL language educators could provide 

for learners as learning opportunities. Levels of consciousness and awareness 

elucidated from the ecological perspective were adopted in this study for observing the 

participants’ classroom interaction. 

Lenses of Observing Classroom Interaction and Performance 

 Classroom interaction serves as the catalyst which has a critical influence on 

pupils’ performance on language use and learning. It’s complexity and rapid flow 

challenge the efficacy of classroom observation for the research study. Given its 

centrality to the classroom ecology, though classroom interaction is the first step 

towards improving teaching and learning, it has not been properly explored as Walsh 

asserted in 2016. 

 Several perspectives in line with the spirits of the ecological approach together 

provide the researcher a framework to observe the participants’ classroom interaction 

and performance. These lenses set the tone for the researcher’s focus of the classroom 

observations, the nature of written record of events and the analysis afterwards. 

 Wragg, in his 1994 book, emphasized that although much research has paid a 

great deal of attention to what teachers and pupils say to each other in the classroom, 

non-verbal aspects of classroom life are also important for probing behind what 

happened. He also reminded observers of classroom life that “We often interpret 

events as we wish to see them, not as they are.” (p. 50). As a participant observer, an 

insider, it could be difficult to detach oneself from “one’s own prior knowledge, 

beliefs, commitments and prejudices” (p.14) about the place and participants. 

Therefore, the observer needs “rigorous scrutiny of these possible barriers to accurate 

perception” (p.50). This was kept as a reminder to the teacher/researcher while 

conducting this empirical study. 
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 As early as in 1997, van Lier pointed out that the role of observation in an 

ecological approach is crucial. Instead of observing the linear relation between 

language input and output, the ecological observation-in-action is “with a concept of 

the learning environment as a complex adaptive system, of the mind as the totality of 

relationships between a developing person and the surrounding world, and of learning 

as the result of meaningful activities in an accessible environment (p. 783). There is 

always implicit interaction needs to be explored beneath the surface. He depicted in 

2000: “to look for learning is to look at the active learner in her environment, not the 

contents of her brain”. He also shared the view that “The notion of negotiation of 

meaning is highlighted as being indicative of learning process at work, or at least as a 

likely candidate for learning opportunities” (p. 247). van Lier elaborated on this issue 

in 2004 again. He detailed that the classroom interaction is not always visible and 

audible in which various factors influence what is said and done. Nevertheless, the 

classroom interaction “may determine to a larger or lesser extent what happens” (p. 

41). He emphasized that if the language educator only studies the details of the 

observable classroom interaction, the comprehensive understanding of how the 

interaction relates to the various systems will not be reached.  

 Yet most EFL research for classroom interaction or performance still focused on 

observable discourse, behaviors or experimental results solely, excluding contextual 

factors. Hung in 2014 investigated how to improve EFL classroom interaction by 

understanding students’ learning styles. 150 university students from 6 EFL classes of 

intermediate level in Vietnam were involved in the research study for 16 weeks. The 

student interaction was measured and recorded by the observation checklists adapted 

from Frohlich and Spada (1995). The results showed that the interaction levels, the 

students’ active interaction time, were raised significantly by adjusting teaching 
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strategies to the students’ learning styles. However, in the study, the classroom 

interaction was merely displayed as numbers and figures and divided as dichotomic 

extreme categories: active and passive. It was difficult to tell how exactly the students’ 

interaction was improved in what ways. In addition, what did “interaction level” 

represent in this study? Did it only refer to the amount of “the students’ active 

interaction time” (p. 384)? Above all, is it plausible enough to classify classroom 

interaction on the two ends of the spectrum: either active or passive?     

 This brought out the issue: is it really objective to adopt a scheme or check list 

before conducting the classroom observation? If the observer could only see, count, 

check or code the items provided by the instrument, would not he/her be limited to a 

narrow and subjective perspective and interpretation? McCutcheon (1981) thought any 

interpretation of classroom observations is partially subjective and objective; as van 

Lier also agreed that each research is value-laden (1989). Every researcher observes 

and actively constructs meanings with prior experiences and knowledge. 

 In line with the above perspectives, in this study, the observation of classroom 

interaction and pupils’ performance focused more on the “social context” dimension, 

as Dörnyei explained, “which is related to the fact that the classroom is also the main 

social arena for students, offering deeply intensive personal experiences such as 

friendship, love, or identity formation.” (2009, p. 237). The other dimension of the 

classroom environment is the “instructional context”, which connects with the 

influences of teachers, students, curriculum, learning tasks, and teaching method, etc. 

These two dimensions and the process of learning are interdependent and constantly 

interacting.  

 In Volk and Angelova’s 2007 study, Language Ideology and the Mediation of 

Language Choice in Peer Interactions on a Dual-Language First Grade, they 
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explored some shared beliefs about language forms and practices embedded in social 

conflicts over power. Dual-Language means that those first-graders’ home language is 

either English or Spanish. Students were encouraged to use the target language in 

English or Spanish subject matter classes; while in content matter classes, students are 

free to choose using English or Spanish. They observed and analyzed participants’ 

choice-making processes of language using through classroom peer interactions. The 

discussion in their study was titled as “learning English/Spanish is more than learning 

to speak the language” (p. 194). They argued that children’s language choices to speak 

English or Spanish in the classroom were influenced by the bigger contexts; especially 

the mediating role of a dominant language ideology privileged English.  

 As in Taiwan, English learning is more than learning a global language. Young 

EFL learners are also mediated by sociocultural values and beliefs, which in turn shape 

their early English learning experiences and interact with classrooms as language 

learning contexts. Volk and Angelova’s study supported that “English is regarded as a 

culture capital, consisting of resources such as education and literacy practices 

possessed by certain groups that can be translated into economic advantage”( p. 179). 

The researcher also wanted to investigate how learners’ informal learning experiences 

were constructed, interacted with the English class and played the role of their 

performance, and what affordances from the ecological perspective interact with 

young learners’ EFL learning experiences  

 In order to understand the ecology of the EFL classroom interaction as a learning 

community, variables controlling or treatments introducing was out of option. Rather, 

the complexity of the classroom was observed and understood with naturalistic inquiry 

(Bailey, 1996; Nunan, 1996). Therefore, the instructional completeness of classroom 
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events was preserved, “including the discursive interactions that occur there, to 

illuminate the topic under investigation” (Lantolf, 2000, p. 30).  

 Based on the literature review, it is clear that there is a need to gain a deep 

understanding of children’s early English learning experiences at home and in private 

language centers, and to investigate how children with these diverse experiences 

interact at the English class. It is the researcher’s hope that through this investigation, 

the ecology of EFL learning could be balanced by going beyond the evident fact of 

learners’ mixed English abilities. 
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Chapter 3  

Methodology 

 Following Yin’s case-study approach definition (2013), this study investigated a 

contemporary phenomenon, i.e., children’s diverse early English learning experiences, 

in depth and within its real-world context--an EFL class as a learning community in 

Taiwan. Multiple-case designs and methods were adopted to address the research 

questions.  

Research Context 

 The elementary school selected for this study is in Taichung City, Taiwan, located 

between the urban and suburban areas where parents’ socio-economic statuses are of 

high variation, and so are the children’s early English learning experiences. Some 

children started learning English when they were in kindergartens, while others might 

start in second grade. This second-grade class is heterogeneous in terms of the students’ 

Chinese and English language abilities, learning styles, and social interaction skills. 

There are 24 students in this class, including 13 boys and 11 girls, all around seven 

years old, born in 2009 or 2010. The researcher has been their homeroom teacher since 

they were first graders, teaching them Chinese, Mathematics, Life Science, and 

English. Being a homeroom teacher and teaching so many subject matters offers the 

researcher varied and continuous observation opportunities. The starting age of 

English as a compulsory subject in elementary schools varies in Taiwan; in this school, 

English is taught from the second grade, forty minutes per period, per week. However, 

according to the General Guidelines of Grade 1-9 Curriculum for Elementary and 

junior high School Education (MOE K-12 Education Administration, 2004), English is 

suggested to be taught from third grade. Students are presumed to be beginners, and 
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the acquisition of alphabets is one of the objectives of English class for the first school 

year at elementary level. 

Data Collection 

 In order to address the research questions and enhance trustworthiness through 

multiple data sources(Gall, Borg, & Gall, 1996), data collected included two phases: 

phase I--determining the focused participants: (1) a class discussion as a group 

interview with all the 24 students in class (2) the parent-teacher meeting (3) a 

questionnaire with the 24 parents, and phase II (4) semi-structured interviews with 

three focused participants’ parents, (5) informal interviews and conversations with the 

three participants, (6) video recorded classroom activities observation and field notes, 

(7) learning journals kept by the three focused participants, and (8) documentation 

such as worksheets and assignments.  

  As it is a must to acquire a preliminary understanding of the students’ early 

English learning experiences, an intensity sampling case selection strategy (i.e., 

information-rich cases but not extreme) (Duff, 2008) were adopted by using a class 

discussion as a group interview. The researcher decided to administer a questionnaire 

as guidelines to steer those young learners through this group interview. 

 Phase one: determining focused participants. 

 Class discussion as a group interview. 

  In order to select the three focused participants, it was important to first get a 

general understanding of the 24 students’ previous English learning experiences at the 

very beginning of the semester. The teacher/researcher led a classroom discussion that 

lasted for 40 minutes on eliciting students’ early English experiences, accompanying 

with a questionnaire (Appendix A). The researcher asked the second grade class 

questions about whether or not they had been exposed to English, and if so, when and 
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how, what their feelings about English learning were, and how they felt about the 

English classes at school. The questionnaire served as guidelines for the 24 EFL young 

learners to follow the discussion. Many children were natural storytellers; oftentimes, 

they resonated to others’ stories easily. This classroom discussion, in some ways, may 

serve the function similar to a focus group interview, which according to Gall, Gall, 

and Borg (1996) could stimulate the group members through the interactions to 

express “feelings, perceptions, and beliefs that they would not express if interviewed 

individually” (p. 245). This classroom discussion helped the researcher developed a 

preliminary understanding of these young learners’ perceptions of English learning. 

The discussion was videotaped.  

 The parent-teacher meeting. 

 As a routine event, a parent-teacher meeting hold at the third week of the new 

semester, unexpectedly helped the researcher acquire a preliminary understanding of 

some potential participants’ learning experiences from the parents’ perspective.  

 At the evening of parent-teacher meeting, many parents expressed their concerns 

about English learning, no matter whether or not their children had learned English 

before. This became another useful data collection opportunity for the study. During 

then, Eric’s mother shared with other parents her son’s private after-school English 

learning experiences, and Luca’s mother was deeply concerned about other children’s 

English performance and after-school learning experiences.  

 A questionnaire with the 24 parents.  

 Trying to reduce the levels of parents’ anxiety growing from English Fever (S. 

Krashen, 2003; Park, 2009), the researcher organized the parents’ questions about 

English learning and provided written suggestions in the meeting minutes (Appendix 

B). Along with the minutes, a questionnaire was attached for the 24 parents (Appendix 
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D), inquiring about their children’s English learning histories. This parental 

questionnaire is necessary at the beginning of the semester since the second graders 

are too young to answer complex questions and to recall early childhood memories 

clearly. This parental questionnaire also served as an instrument for the purpose of 

triangulating data from the questionnaires by the students.  

 It appeared that English Fever is not something easily resolved by the researcher 

ever. Parents’ endless concerns about their children’s English learning were expressed 

again at the second semester’s parent-teacher meeting. The researcher tried harder to 

offer suggestions for the parents. (Appendix C Minutes of Parent-Teacher Meeting) 

 Combining the above instruments: (1) the class discussion as a group interview, 

(2) parents’ discussion regarding children’s English learning expressed in the first 

parent-teacher meeting ,and (3) the questionnaire with the parents after the first 

parent-teacher meeting, the researcher was able to compose a quick understanding of 

the students’ early English learning experiences, and accordingly selected three 

participants with varied EFL learning experiences for the study. 

 According to the results of questionnaires conducted after the first parent-teacher 

meeting, all 24 students had English learning experiences as early as in kindergarten; 

the differences among them were the frequency and continuity of exposure to English 

learning. Frequency refers to the number of times that the participant was exposed to 

English on a weekly basis, while continuity here is the continuum of the participant’s 

English learning histories. For this reason, the three participants were selected by two 

decisive factors: their frequency and continuity of early English learning experiences. 

These students are discussed in this study using the pseudonyms: Eric, Ruby, and 

Luca.  
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 Among the three participants, Eric is the only one who started to learn English 

early, extensively and continually; Ruby though also started her English learning in 

kindergarten, discontinued in the first elementary school year. Compared with the 

above two participants, Luca is the one with the least early English learning 

experiences either at home, in kindergarten, or now.  

 Other reasons also influenced the researcher’s decisions about selecting the three 

participants. The obvious anxiety expressed about English learning by Luca’s mother 

at a parent-teacher meeting drove the researcher to probe deep into Luca’s English 

learning situation. As for Ruby, it was her mother’s vivid depictions of Ruby’s learning 

experiences that caught the researcher’s attention.  

 These considerations were taken into account because whether or not the 

participants’ parents were available for future interviews or were willing or able to 

share information and express thoughts about their children’s early English 

experiences was crucial for the success of this study. The researcher’s invitation to the 

parents was well received; even better, Luca’s father actively asked for participating in 

the interview.  

 Eric and Luca are boys; Ruby is a girl. Both Ruby’s and Luca’s moms are career 

women with an associate degree and a bachelor of science degree respectively, while 

Eric’s mom is a housewife graduated from senior college. Ruby’s mom works at an 

electronic factory as a technician; Luca’s mom is a saleswoman of a copy machine 

company. As for their fathers’ occupation, Eric’s is a tax accountant with a master of 

business degree, Ruby’s is a technician graduated from vocational high school, and 

Luca’s is a tea producer with a bachelor of science degree. Table 3.1 presents their 

parents’ personal backgrounds, while Table 3.2 are details of the three children’s early 

English learning experiences in kindergarten or private language centers. 
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Table 3.1  

Personal Information of the Participants 

Pseudonyms Eric Ruby Luca 

Gender Male Female Male 

Parents’ Occupations, Educational Background, and Family Financial 

Conditions: 

 Eric’s  Ruby’s  Luca’s 

Mother  Homemaker 

 Graduated 

from Senior 

College 

 Technician 

 Associate 

Degree 

 Saleswoman 

of a Copy 

Machine 

Co. 

 Bachelor of 

Science  

Father  Tax 

Accountant 

 Master of 

Business 

 Technician 

 Graduated 

from 

Vocational 

High 

School 

 Tea 

producer 

 Bachelor of 

Science 

(Reported) 

Family 

Financial  

Conditions 

Affluent Modest  Modest 
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Table 3.2 

Early English Learning Experiences in Kindergarten or Private Language Centers 

Participants Eric Ruby Luca 

3~5 years old 
1. English rhythm 

and dance class  

 1 period /week 

2. English songs 

class  

1 period/week 

3. Arts in English 

2 periods/week 

4. English tutor  

1 period/week 

1. English class 

in kindergarten  

  5 periods/week 

1. English class in 

kindergarten  

 1 period/week 

6 years old 
1. English class  

2 periods/week 

2. Arts in English  

 1 period/week 

none none 

7 years old 

In second grade 

1. English class  

 2 periods/week 

2. Arts in English 

 1 period/week 

3. Extra tutoring 

1. English class  

 2 periods/week 
none 

 

 Phase two. 

 Semi-structured interviews with the parents. 

 The parents of the three selected participants were interviewed respectively to 

collect their views and attitudes towards the children’s English learning; they also 

elaborated on their answers on the previous questionnaire in their own terms. 

Significant experiences of the children’s EFL learning histories and parental attitudes 

towards English learning were elicited through semi-structured interviews (Appendix 

E). The interviews were recorded under the consents of interviewees and carried out 

about two hours each at the second month of the first semester. Transcripts of these 

interviews were later offered to the interviewees respectively for member checking 

and to obtain further details or clarifications.  
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 Informal conversations with the pupil participants. 

 During ten-minute breaks between classes or in any other appropriate situations, 

the researcher would talk to the participants, focusing on critical events their parents 

have mentioned in the interviews or behaviors in classroom interaction that the 

researcher has observed, to reaffirm and clarify participants’ feelings and attitudes 

regarding English learning. These informal conversational and short interviews were 

carried out spontaneously in natural interactions; the pupils did not realize that they 

were being interviewed as parts of continuant observation fieldwork (Patton, 1990).  

 Observation and field notes. 

 Reactive observations ( i.e., learners are aware of being observed ) were 

supplemented by field notes through videotaped classroom interactions. The researcher, 

also the participants’ teacher, was in a participant-observer role (Gall et al., 1996), 

observing and interacting closely with the whole class. Sixteen periods of English 

classes were videotaped, through which the participants’ behaviors and their classroom 

interactions were observed from a holistic perspective and presented as field notes 

descriptively and reflectively. In this natural classroom setting, guided by the research 

questions, the researcher particularly paid attention to their interactions with peers and 

the teacher. These field notes documented details and were made concrete as 

low-inference observation (Gall et al., 1996), which was helpful for searching 

categories of classroom interaction and relationships among other data resources when 

later analysis was needed. 

 Learning journals.  

 Participants, as well as the whole class, were asked to keep a journal regarding 

English classes at the end of each period or whenever there was time available. 

Considering their young age, the researcher would not confine their expression; hence 
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reflections in Chinese, English or drawings all collected as data. Seven entries of 

journals from each participant were collected; further clarifications were provided by 

informal conversation interviews with the participants. These journals documented 

students’ feelings, providing feedbacks for the researcher’s English teaching, an 

interactive instrument for understanding the participants’ inner thoughts (See 

Appendices F, I, K for learning journals).  

 Documentations and other Data. 

 Formative and summative evaluations, such as video-taped individual or pair 

tasks, group presentation/performing, coursework, homework, and examination paper, 

were also included as data source (Appendices H, J, L). 

Data Analysis 

 The social constructionist grounded theory proposed by Charmaz (2008) was 

adopted to analyze data. On the process of collecting and analyzing data, the 

researcher listened, read, observed, and interacted with the data, participants, context, 

and related theories. Prior knowledge and theoretical perspectives of the researcher 

were admitted during the research process. The categories were constructed based on 

the researcher’s reflections as well as the interconnection among the data collected 

from the participants, parents, teacher, and the environment, emerging for interpretive 

understanding of the situated context. As reflexivity is central to this approach, 

pondering “what”, “how”, and “why” kept the researcher be part of the dynamic 

studied process, which in turn guided her to explore the answers for the two research 

questions. From this interactive and developmental process, data were products of the 

research, not something only served as objective information.  

 The researcher keeps the ecological perspective on foreign language learning 

offered by van Lier (2000) as the framework to sort out affordances for her learning 
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community through the differences and similarities of the three participants’ classroom 

interaction. The levels of attention and language awareness defined by van Lier (2004) 

were employed while the researcher observed the classroom interaction and 

performance. 

 Guided by the above two perspectives, the analyses were conducted with multiple 

data sources gathered from the classroom discussion, questionnaires, semi-structured 

interviews with parents, and informal conversational interviews with participants. The 

researcher first arrived at a global understanding of participants’ backgrounds as well 

as the parents’ socioeconomic status. Second, histories, episodes and critical events of 

the construction of participants’ foreign language learning experiences and cultural 

exposure at home, particularly with parents and/or other family members’ involvement, 

as well as in kindergartens or private language centers, were organized and displayed 

as narratives, tables, or figures, giving lucid accounts of the first research question. 

With repeated observation, reflection and interaction with the data, the researcher 

unearthed specific directions and reveal new hypotheses from the interpretations of the 

social constructionist grounded theory and the ecological approach to foreign language 

education.  

 Classroom interactions were reconstructed through verbatim transcriptions of 

class activities, peer interactions, and participants’ interactions with the teacher. 

Significant events were highlighted and cross-examined with participants’ prior 

learning experiences, parental attitudes, learning journals, informal conversational 

interviews with participants, and documentations. Flows and configurations of 

critical events were traced within the case to understand how the participant came to 

certain interactions, behaviors or performance, exploring the second research 

question. Recurrent patterns then were paid special attention in order to check 
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whether there are underlying similarities or different outcomes among cases (Miles 

& Huberman, 1994). (See Appendix G for The Schedule of Data Collection) 
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Chapter 4  

Results: the whole class and individual cases 

  In this chapter, the results will be introduced first of the outcomes of the 24 

students, offering as an overview of this particular EFL learning context, and then, 

presented based on the two research questions in the following order. The researcher 

zooms in on the 3 focused participants’ critical events chronologically, analyzing what 

and how their early English learning experiences were constructed at home and in 

kindergarten or private language centers respectively, followed by their classroom 

interaction with peers and the teacher in the English class. 

The Whole Class’s Early English Learning Experiences 

 Preschool stage. 

 Except for public kindergartens, most private kindergartens in Taiwan provide 

English courses; the difference among them would be the frequency of the course 

during the week and the number of hours per day. English becomes a “required” 

course in private kindergartens under the requirement by parents. This requirement 

comes from Taiwanese parents’ anxiety about early English learning. 

 Therefore, not surprisingly, among these 24 students, two of them started to learn 

English at two years old at day-care nursery centers, 19 began at kindergartens, and 

only 3 did not learn any English until the first or second grade, accounting for 8%, 

79%, and 13% respectively. In other words, 87% in total began their formal English 

learning before or at the age of 3, and only 13% have not yet learned any English at 

the preschool stage. To some degree, the high percentage of preschool English 

learning in this particular class responded to the high demand from parents in Taiwan. 

That is, the various preschool English courses was to meet the parents’ high demand, 
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conveying the parents’ collective anxiety for their young children’s English learning. 

Figure 4.1 displayed the percentage of these 24 students’ starting ages of English 

learning.  

 

 It is  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 It is important to note that not attending formal English classes does not mean 

that the children did not learn the language in some other ways. For example, Eric, one 

of the three focused participants in this study, did not go to kindergarten until the age 

of five. However, he had diverse English learning experiences as early as three by 

attending different English courses external to the kindergarten and having a shared 

private tutor with other children. Eric was the only one who had outside school 

English learning experiences before entering elementary school, including private 

tutoring and language center courses, accounting for 4% and 4% respectively. The rest 

of the 23 students did not have any English learning experiences other than 

kindergarten courses offered, accounting for 92%. It was obvious that most parents 

would send their children to private kindergartens that offered English courses, but 

they would not spend extra money or time on children’s after school English learning 

before 3
8%

at 3
79%

at 6 or 7
13%

before 3 at 3 at 6 or 7

Figure 4. The Starting Ages of English Learning 
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at this early stage, except for Eric’s parents. Figure 4.2 shows the result of the 24 

students’ English learning experiences from private tutoring or language centers before 

entering elementary school. 

 

Figure 4.2. English Learning Experiences other than Kindergartens Before 6 Years 

Old 

 The first elementary school year. 

 Among the 19 students who had English courses at kindergarten, some of them 

discontinued English learning after entering the elementary school because there was 

no English course in the first grade, while the others might continue their English 

learning after school in private language centers. These different arrangements 

highlight the varieties of English learning access. 

 In Taiwan, parents usually send their children to “ān qīn bān” (after-school care) 

for safety reason or homework instruction, particularly where there were no family 

members available that could pick them up after school or accompany the children at 

home. For the first-graders’ parents, children’s adjustment to the elementary school life 

is their first priority at this stage. Hence, the main function of ān qīn bān would be 

4%
4%

92%

private language centers tutoring none
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accompanying and instructing children to finish homework for the very first 

elementary school year. In other words, after-school English courses are not 

considered as important for parents’ of first-graders. Most ān qīn bān offer courses 

corresponding to the curriculum of nearby elementary schools. Since there was no 

English class for the first year pupil in this elementary school, ān qīn bān in this area 

offered no English courses or just some selective courses for extra tuition; that was 

why in this particular class, some of the students discontinued their English learning in 

the first grade.  

 The second elementary school year. 

 In the second grade as English classes began, 13 pupils of this class went to 

after-school learning centers that offered English courses. Among them, Eric is the 

only one who had English tutor in the first grade. He continued his English learning 

after school whether or not there is an English class at elementary school. Figure 4.3 

shows the numbers of students who had English tutors or went to private language 

centers after entering elementary school. Eric was the only one who had both English 

tutoring and private English courses at the same time. Among the total 24 students, 11 

did not go to any private English language centers after school, while 13 had 

after-school English courses. The gap between these two numbers is very narrow. 

Hence, by the time in the second grade, more than half of this class had begun their 

English learning after school arranged by their parents. Considering these two groups 

of second graders’ frequencies of exposures to English learning, their English levels 

were already varied, even though English course had just begun at this public 

elementary school.  

  Along with the formal English class which began in the second grade, some “A̅n 

qīn bān” arranged English courses, too. Those who discontinued their English learning 
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after kindergarten might begin their informal English learning. Parents who worry 

about their children’s English ability might be anxious again since the performance in 

this public English class was already different from the very beginning. Figure 4.3 

displayed the small disparity between the numbers of students who did or did not have 

after-school English courses. 

 

Figure 4.3. After-School English Learning Experiences in the Second Grade 

  From the ecological perspective, family as one of the layers of different contexts 

could also be affordance of English learning (van Lier, 2004). Children could be 

exposed to English because their family have access to it. This kind of informal 

learning could create, to some degree, an English environment for children to have 

more opportunities to perceive English. Hence, in the questionnaire, the researcher 

also asked about the frequency of family’s access to English, focusing on daily 

entertainments. The result shows that, among the 24 students’ families, only 5 of them 

listened to English songs often. The rest of them, 19 in total, fell from “not very often”, 

“seldom”, “almost not”, to “none”. As for watching English TV series or movies, 10 of 

the children’s families did that often, the rest of the 14 family marked from “not very 

1

13

11

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

English Tutor Private Language Center None

numbers of students
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often”, “seldom”, “almost not”, to “none”. It seemed that, in this class, English related 

entertainments were not frequent access to English learning at home.  

 Having a general picture of the 24 second graders’ early English learning 

situation, the researcher now turns to the three focused participants’ critical events in 

English learning experiences and their classroom interaction. The presentation of the 

results will begin with Eric’s, followed by Ruby’s, and then Luca’s.  

Eric’s Early English Learning Experiences 

 “I started to learn English as early as four!”  

  Eric exclaimed during the group discussion in which the researcher asked the 

whole class about whether or not they had learned English during kindergarten. Eric’s 

response caught the researcher’s attention. 

  Learning English at the age of 4 is not something surprising in Taiwan now, at 

least in this second-grader class. Because the results of the questionnaires answered 

respectively by parents and students both showed that all 24 students of this class had 

more or less English classes during their kindergarten years, as discussed earlier. What 

makes Eric different is that he did not go to kindergarten until he was 5. The English 

courses he attended before kindergarten were carefully arranged by his parents, 

demonstrating that his parents gave priority to English learning as part of Eric’s 

pre-school education. This also indicated that Eric’s parents had the resources, 

capabilities and willingness to take the initiative for Eric’s early education and English 

learning.  

  Tracing back to the time before Eric was born, Eric’s mom recalled that she did 

not pay much attention to constructing an English environment for baby Eric. The only 

English exposure as far as she could remember was watching English movies with her 
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husband during her pregnancy. Followings are Eric’s early English learning 

experiences presented chronologically.  

 Infancy to 2 years old. 

 At home. 

 From time to time, baby Eric listened to English songs from free sample English 

CDs or DVDs played by his main caretaker, his mom, including English songs and 

rhymes from Disney animations. If Eric wanted to watch TV, his mom would play 

English DVDs for him. Besides that, Eric had some interactive toys that responded 

with English numbers or colors when being punched. Whenever there were chances, 

Eric was surrounded in English in the home environment constructed by his mom.   

When he [Eric] was sleeping, I [Eric’s mom] usually turned on the music, including 

English songs, I hoped to get Eric used to a sleeping environment that was not so 

quiet…This way, he would not be woken up easily by the sound around him, including 

the noise from outside. (Interview with Eric’s Mom 10/28/2015) 

 To Eric, English was never a strange language since toddler years. He was 

exposed to English frequently; his mom afforded him with access to English freely. 

The informal English learning for Eric could be anytime, anywhere.   

[In toddlerhood,] he learned [English] pretty fast…I often played CDs while 

driving…There were Mandarin, Taiwanese, and English songs… Eric sometimes 

popped out a few English phrases…Some were from books with CDs that I 

played in the car, at home and during his sleep… (Interview with Eric’s Mom 

10/28/2015)  

 Sometimes Eric’s mom would turn to cartoon channels for Eric to watch; such 

American cartoons as Dora or Diego, or other TV programs on cartoon channels were 

available to teach children English. 
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Since he was going to watch TV anyway, why not watch something 

English-related… (Interview with Eric’s Mom 10/28/2015) 

 Under these circumstances, Eric had already been familiar with English before 3 

years old. Even though with all those listening affordances, Eric had few opportunities 

to practice speaking English. His mom mentioned that she herself is not so confident 

with her own spoken English competence that she avoided speaking English to Eric. 

I spoke English to Eric sometimes just for fun….My English is not that good and 

I haven’t used it for quite a long time…since graduated from school….Only some 

simple words I would spoke to him, such as “open”…. no real English 

conversations….Besides, I don’t want him to be influenced by my not that 

accurate pronunciation… (Interview with Eric’s Mom 10/28/2015) 

 3 to 5 years old. 

 In private language centers. 

 When Eric was 3, Eric’s mom decided not to let him go to any kindergarten. 

Instead she chose some courses for him recommended by her friends, including some 

English courses. One of his English classes was “rhythm and dance”. China Youth 

Corps and Taichung Culture Center were the two organizations that offered this kind 

of courses that Eric attended. Children there were taught English songs and simple 

body movements to the rhythm. This was the first formal exposure to English for Eric. 

By then [when Eric was 3 years old], I thought he was too little to go to a 

kindergarten and would be easily contracted all those contagious diseases, so I 

arranged for him to attend different classes…When Eric was around four, I was 

told there was a famous art center for young children…It offered half-day classes, 

including playing building blocks, English rhythm and dance, painting, and arts 

class taught in English... (Interview with Eric’s Mom 10/28/15) 
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 “Arts in English” was the second English class that Eric attended, which mainly 

taught children to make art crafts and introduce them to performing arts, like plays or 

visiting places such as National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts. The class was 

conducted in English. The instructor spoke English only, even during the recessions. 

Students were encouraged to communicate with peers and teachers in English, but 

Chinese was also allowed when they needed to ask questions. According to his mom, 

Eric loved that class a lot; he is really fond of designing and making crafts. 

 At five years old, Eric went to a public kindergarten with no English class at all. 

This was when Eric joined an English tutor class with other four other children. 

 This class focused more on singing and dancing, and there were mini books with 

simple words like “apple” for them to practice…… Yes, meanwhile, Eric 

continued attending the “Arts in English” class. (Interview with Eric’s Mom 

10/28/2015) 

 At home. 

 After the classes, Eric’s mom often played music and songs for Eric to practice 

English through singing and dancing, and he could sing along all right. As for the 

“Arts in English” class, there were requirements:  

Usually there would be an e-mail from the teacher, listing major teaching 

contents of the date. For example, if she [the English arts teacher] taught 

something about monkeys, then there would be audio files on related vocabulary 

for the students. She did not ask students to memorize all of the vocabulary. She 

just wanted them to listen to the words, looking at and matching with the pictures. 

(Interview with Eric’s Mom 10/28/2015) 

 Aside from practicing English after classes, playing online games was one of 

Eric’s common leisure activities at this young age. 
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He [Eric’s father] was a little bit indulgent [to Eric] then. “Talking Tom Cat” was 

the first APP Eric played with…I won’t allow him to play for too long…Since he 

is going to play anyway, I decided to pick games for him, like some APPs that he 

could learn English from… It’s like half playing, half educating, learning things 

such as vocabulary or singing…If you hear elephants, you have to drag an 

elephant down from the screen. (Interview with Eric’s Mom 10/28/2015) 

 Eric’s mom also bought some DVDs, such as Dora and Mickey House, and, of 

course, she would play the English version of the animation for Eric to watch. 

Apparently, little Eric was exposed to English whenever there were opportunities of 

access, thoughtfully managed by his mother. 

 6 to 7 years old: A second grader. 

 In private language centers. 

 Though Eric went to the public kindergarten, his father in fact preferred that he 

attend an English-instructed private kindergarten and elementary school, which was 

denied by his mother. Eric’s mom thought a Non-Chinese kindergarten would be too 

dreadful and burdensome for a small child like Eric. In the end, by the age of six, Eric 

went to a public elementary school near his house.  

 After school, Eric attended another English class which was more “conventional”, 

compared with the “English rhythm and dance” class--the class he stopped going due 

to conflicting schedules. Now the “English class” and “Arts in English” classes 

together make up for five hours of English learning weekly for Eric after school. Eric’s 

mom offered her own definition of this “conventional” English class: The class was 

instructed in an intentionally systematic way, focusing on phonics learning at first. 

Students were expected to pass Cambridge English Language Assessment eventually, 

and Eric was going to take the exam this year. However, Eric was kind of falling 
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behind because he did not finish his homework and did not memorize the required 

vocabulary on time. He would have to attend additional remedial courses offered by 

the cram school for free.       

 Eric is not the kind of kid that will review at home and study by himself, so now 

he is asked to stay there [English cram school] after class and finish whatever 

assignments he is supposed to do at home there. So now there are two days in a week 

that he has to stay there until 7 or 8 p.m. (Interview with Eric’s Mom 10/28/2015) 

 It seems that Eric’s mom did not consider him as an autonomous learner. Eric 

now must spend three days, around 10 hours a week, at the English cram school, 

including 4 to 5 hours’ additional help with his homework. Compared with his peers, 

Eric not only started to learn English earlier but also has been spending more time in 

learning English than that in other subjects after school. 

 Even so, to Eric’s father, three days a week of English learning was not enough; 

he thought Eric should be exposed to English learning without intervals in order for 

his English learning to be “effective”. 

His [Eric’s] father planned to schedule for Eric after-school English classes 

everyday…. I said “No!” That would be too much for him…. (Interview with 

Eric’s Mom 10/28/2015) 

 However, Eric’s mother did once have Eric attend another English-taught science 

class when he was in grade one, but then dropped the class because she thought the 

content knowledge was too difficult for him. 

 In addition to after-school English classes, during summer and winter vacations, 

Eric also attended English camps organized by the same cram school. This year’s 

project for the summer camp was a play, and Eric played the role of “Sadness”, as in 

the movie Inside Out, the 2015 American 3D computer-animated film. During the 
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interview, his mom happily shared with the researcher Eric’s performance that she 

videotaped. The researcher could tell that she was really proud of Eric’s performance. 

At home. 

 With the cram school English teacher volunteer to assist with Eric’s assignments 

after class, Eric did not have any English assignments to be completed at home. After 

school, he often slept away the afternoon, and then went to the English cram school or 

the badminton club. After these activities, he hardly had enough time or energy to 

focus on school assignments. Considering Eric’s seemingly passive attitude toward 

studying English at home on his own, Eric’s mom once asked him to stop the English 

class.  

He said he still wanted to go… I think he enjoyed playing there; the class is fun. 

The teacher is highly energetic…They [students] are half playing half learning… 

he wants to play with the other kids… (Interview with Eric’s Mon 10/28/2015) 

 Eric’s mom thought the main problem was that Eric could not concentrate on 

doing homework. His baby sister sometimes was a distraction too. Eric’s mom had to 

take care of the baby girl, often leaving Eric to no one who can help with his questions. 

She was also confused about whether or not she should help Eric with his English 

homework. The English teacher of the cram school advised her not to because the 

teacher would have a better understanding of how much and how Eric has learned.  

 When the researcher asked Eric about his unwillingness to work on memorizing 

vocabulary and finishing his cram school homework at home, he responded with a shy 

smile, saying “I am too busy to do that [cram school homework]” (First informal 

conversational interview with Eric 11/30/2015). He did have problems on keeping 

schedules, according to his mom, partly because he slept away most of the afternoon, 

and partly because, in addition to the private English classes, he also attended more 
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than two after-school clubs. It was not difficult to understand why Eric was too “busy” 

to finish any homework. As for why he was still willing to continue all those English 

classes, Eric told the researcher that English is a tool he needs for traveling abroad. 

(First informal conversational interview with Eric 11/30/2015) 

 Then the teacher/researcher asked whether Eric had practiced the listening 

assignment given by the school English class weekly, and he responded with another 

shy smile: “sometimes” or “once or twice a month”. Apparently, to Eric, compared 

with that given by the private cram school, elementary school English homework 

should be relatively easy. He could finish the written parts by himself without any 

difficulties, since those homework was mainly designed for young beginners aiming to 

help them recognize and become familiarized with letter shapes. 

 At leisure time, Eric’s parents love taking him to foreign movies. If the theater 

offers both Chinese and English versions, they would definitely pick the latter in order 

to expose Eric to more English. Sometimes, Eric’s parents would tune into ICRT 

(International Community Radio Taipei) while driving Eric between classes. English 

songs were also a medium that Eric’s mother employed. 

When I [Eric’s mom] drive, I would play music for him, like some English songs. 

“Hey, Eric, this is really nice. Do you wanna listen?” (Interview with Eric’s Mom 

10/28/2015) 

 Occupied by homework and different extra-curriculum activities after school, 

Eric now is too busy to watch any TV. If he does, his mom would suggest him watch 

Discovery Channel or Animal Planet. Most of these are English programs. 

Some cartoons nowadays are really not okay [i.e., not appropriate for 

children] …Eric loves animals, so he is fine with that [watching Discovery 

Channel or Animal Planet instead]. (Interview with Eric’s Mom 10/28/2015) 
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 Again, the opportunity of exposing to English for Eric was created by his mom. 

Besides watching English related programs or DVDs, Eric seldom spoke English at 

home. His language school teacher assured Eric’s mother that his English speaking 

ability was fine, but he was a bit slow in memorizing vocabulary. Compared to earlier 

stages, Eric seldom actively involves himself with English at home now.  

Recently, I happened to find an English comic book for him to read…ya, 

sometimes, sometimes he would burst out something like “Daddy, you are so 

fat!”(Laugh) (Interview with Eric’s Mom 10/28/2015)  

 When asked about why they decided to have Eric learn English at such an early 

age, Eric’s mom responded with a long answer, vividly representing their beliefs in 

children’s early English learning. The researcher organized and extracted her 

descriptions as follows:  

 1. English is an important second language.  

We think now the world is without boundaries…English is definitely a very 

important second language. No matter which country you visit, English works. 

Many jobs nowadays require English as the basic communication skill…We 

(Eric’s parents) both have worked at trading companies. We know that Taiwan 

is a small island with limited resources, depending greatly on import and 

export; therefore, English is a must for business. Eric’s father has been busy 

with a project from Cambodia; there are international coworkers in this team, 

and English is needed to communicate with them. If you love traveling around 

to see different sides of the world, and if your English ability is okay, 

backpacking would be an economic way to broaden your views. (Interview 

with Eric’s Mom 11/29/2015) 

2. Our life experiences gave us “lessons” for Eric. 
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I suppose it is our life experiences telling us that English is really important. It 

plays an influential role in determining whether a person’s future view will be 

broad or narrow. We also think that English ability will earn our kids extra 

points in finding jobs when they grow up. At least they will be better equipped 

with the language skills they need in the future; they will not be turned down 

because of poor English ability...Since English is not our native language, it 

will be harder to learn; therefore, we think if we could make him (Eric) have 

the impression that English is fun without the need to memorize English 

mechanically, then he will not lose his interest because of too much pressure. 

(Interview with Eric’s Mom 11/29/2015) 

 Complying with the social norm that English is a lingua franca and reflecting 

from their own life experiences, Eric’s parents’ hence paved the way to construct 

Eric’s early English learning experiences. Eric’s early English leaning experiences 

constructed at home and in kindergarten or private centers are summarized in Table 

4.1. 
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Table 4.1  

Eric’s early English learning experiences constructed at home and in kindergarten or 

private language centers 

periods at home in kindergarten or 

private language 

centers 

0~2 years old  Listening to English 

songs 

 Watching English 

cartoons 

 Watching English movies 

none 

3~5 years old  Listening to and singing 

English songs 

 Watching English 

cartoons (Dora/Diego) 

 Watching English movies 

 Listening to English radio 

station 

 Listening to and reading 

English vocabulary 

 Playing English learning 

Apps 

 English rhythm 

and dance class  

 1 period/week 

 English songs 

class 

 1 period/week 

 English arts  

 2 periods/week 

 English tutor 

 1 period/week 

 

6 years old  Listening to and singing 

English songs  

 Watching English 

cartoons 

 Watching English movies 

 Listening to English radio 

station 

 Listening to and reading 

English vocabulary 

 Writing school English 

homework 

 Playing English learning 

Apps 

 Watching English TV 

programs 

 English class  

 2 periods/week 

 Arts in English 

1 period/week 

 EFL summer and 

winter camps 

7 years old 

In second grade 

 Watching English 

cartoons 

 Watching English movies 

 Listening to English radio 

station 

 Watching English TV 

programs 

 Travelling abroad 

 English class  

 2 periods/week 

 Arts in English 

 1 period/week 

 Remedial tutoring 

 2 periods/week 

 EFL summer and 

winter camps 
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Eric’s English Class Interaction 

 Eric was volunteering: “Cue me! Cue me!” 

 Generally speaking, Eric was always eager to attract the teacher’s attention in 

class. Most of the time, he was engaged and active, raising his hands often, always 

being eager to respond to various questions, and participating in most activities and 

accomplishing required tasks. Below are just some observations noted by the 

researcher: 

---Eric volunteered to circle big C and small c on the computer. (observation and 

field notes 09/03/2015) 

---Eric raised his hand quickly, anticipating to answer the question after watching 

the animation for letters. (observation and field notes 09/24/2015) 

---Eric volunteered to perform the shape of letter D by improvising movements. 

(observation and field notes 10/01/2015) 

---Eric volunteered to be “Simon” for the “Simon says” activity for the second 

time, but did not get called. (observation and field notes 10/22/2015) 

---Eric volunteered to demonstrate “guess what” activity for practicing 

vocabulary. (observation and field notes 04/07/2016) 

---Eric volunteered to demonstrate silent “mouth shape” of letters. (observation 

and field notes 05/12/2016) 

It is evident that Eric really enjoys volunteering in class. 

 Eric was eager to have the teacher’s attention: “I’m done.” 

 Eric was eager to earn the teacher’s recognition, no matter whether it was his 

quick oral responses, required writing practices, desirable tasks results or on-the-spot 

spontaneous assistance. To Eric, the teacher’s instant attention and affirmation seemed 

to be an open acknowledgement to his English ability. 
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---“Like mine!” Eric showed his writing of upper and lower case of letters C and 

c to the teacher. (observation and field notes 09/10/2015) 

---“I could help!” Eric sighed loudly after someone else took the initiative 

(observation and field notes 09/10/2015) 

---Eric was the second kid who finished writing EeFfGg. (observation and field 

notes 10/15/2015) 

---After practicing “Open your book. / Close your book.” with at least five 

classmates, Eric was eager to have the teacher’s affirmation. (observation and 

field notes 04/07/2016) 

---Eric was the first one who turned in workbook. (observation and field notes 

05/19/2016) 

 Eric enjoyed observing. 

 Compared to Ruby and Luca, Eric tended to stand up more often in English class; 

however, he seldom did that in other classes, like in Chinese or Mathematics. He 

seemed to be very curious about what other peers were doing. 

---Eric is standing in the middle of the aisle to see the results from a writing 

competition. “Eric, I said for the rest of you, write on your own mini-whiteboard.” 

(observation and field notes 10/15/2015) 

---“Sit tight, Eric” (observation and field notes 10/22/2015) 

---Eric did not sit down while watching other group’s performing (observation 

and field notes 03/10/2016) 

 Eric tended to observe what the other pupils were doing. His attention hence 

shifted among activities. 
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 Obliging Eric: “Let me show you.” 

 Eric was kind to his peers, and he helped his group members often. No matter 

whether it was concerned with pronunciation, improvising actions corresponded to the 

vocabulary from English songs, or preparation for following activities, he was always 

friendly and patient to his partners. In these field notes, the following entries were 

recorded: 

---“It’s r-a-bb-i-t.” Eric helped his partner to say the new word during 

pair-practicing. (observation and field notes 04/07/2016) 

---Eric was the leader of his group when practiced performing English song. He 

kindly reminded his group members some details. (observation and field notes 

05/19/2016) 

 In Eric’s learning journals, he mentioned that he really enjoyed speaking, singing, 

dancing, discussing and practicing with classmates:  

 Today we practiced saying “Thank you.” and “You are welcome.” to one 

another. I think it was really fun. (Eric’s learning journals 01/10/2015) 

 Today’s English class was pretty excited. We passed around a dice, and 

when the music stopped, the one with the dice had to finish singing the rest of the 

song. (Eric’s learning journals 10/08/2015) 

 Today was super fun! We played “Simon Say”. (Eric’s learning journals 

10/22/2015) 

 All in all, Eric was totally engaged in tasks like computer games, pair/group 

practicing, performing, individual/group competition, role playing or kinesthetic 

improvising activities. His attention shifted as the activities changed. He was relatively 

inattentive in activities such as listening practice from the workbook, drills of speaking, 

or explanations of pronunciation from the teacher. In the field notes: 
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---Eric was not focused and appeared a little bit cocky. He was playing with his 

water bottle when the teacher repeated the listening test from the workbook for 

the second time, a request by some other students. (observation and field notes 

09/24/2016) 

---Eric was playing with tissues. He threw it on the desk of his neighboring 

classmate. He was unfocused at all and did not repeat the word “dog”. 

(observation and field notes 10/01/2015) 

 From the perspective of formative assessment, the researcher found that Eric 

performed well in almost every aspect. He was very responsive in speaking, actively 

engaged in pair and group practicing, performed fluently and smoothly in group 

presentations, and accomplished most of the tasks and activities in the class. He also 

demonstrated creativity many times in his Mini-book of letters. Comparatively 

speaking, his performance was not that outstanding at writing assignment and listening 

tests (See Appendix H for Eric’s performance on writing and listening). Hand-writing 

is Eric’s weakness, which might be a bad habit of his, since he also did a sloppy job on 

writing Chinese characters. As for his poor performing on listening tests, which might 

indicate that he did not pay enough attention to the contents or pictures of the textbook. 

As Eric and his mother mentioned, Eric did not review English assignments as 

acquired after school. 

 When asked about self-evaluation (from 1 to 5 points), Eric gave himself 4 points 

for both degrees of efforts and performance (Appendix I). He was particularly fond of 

group discussions because he enjoyed expressing his own ideas (See Appendix I for 

Eric’s Learning Journal). 
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Ruby’s Early English Learning Experiences 

 “I have two different English classes every Thursday.” 

 Right after the first English class was over at the public elementary school, Ruby, 

with her usual sweet smile, told the researcher that she had two different English 

classes at school and after school respectively every Thursday; she seemed pretty 

pleased with her schedule. According to the questionnaire, Ruby learned English at a 

bilingual kindergarten and then attended English courses offered by a private 

after-school center. 

 Ruby’s mother joked about her prenatal education, when asked by the researcher 

whether she had tried to construct an English environment for baby Ruby. Listening to 

English learning radio programs occasionally was something that she remembered. 

“You know, as a pregnant woman, I had nothing better to do, so I followed my 

sister to listen to the English Studio Classroom.” (Interview with Ruby’s Mom 

10/26/2015) 

 It seemed that baby Ruby was exposed to English occasionally because of her 

mother’s “not having anything better to do”.  

Infancy to 2 years old. 

At home. 

 Raised by her grandparents since birth, Ruby understood Taiwanese only before 

she turned three; Mandarin Chinese seemed to be an alien language to her at that time, 

not to mention English. Unlike now, little Ruby was a very quiet child. She had few 

companions about her age.  

Her grandparents did not talk much. They lived in the mountains; there were few 

kids at Ruby’s age that she could play with …… The tea garden was just in front 

the house, so when her grandparents worked at the tea garden, she often played 
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with toys on her own by the door or in the livening room. Taiwanese was the only 

language Ruby could understand (Interview with Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015). 

 3 to 5 years old. 

 In private language centers. 

 To the teacher/researcher’s surprise, little Ruby was far from the second-grade 

Ruby now. 

She was suspected as an autist when attended the kindergarten at three. (Interview 

with Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015)   

 According to the kindergarten teacher, Ruby did not interact with others. 

Oftentimes, she would pick a corner and played toys all by herself. Later, the teachers 

found that, besides not talking to other people, Ruby could not understand Mandarin 

Chinese, and she asked the teacher questions in Taiwanese all the time. Imaging little 

Ruby, the girl used to play alone quietly, with the backdrop of a tea garden in the first 

three years of her life, all of sudden found herself in a city kindergarten, surrounded by 

many strangers who spoke a language that she did not understand. No wonder she 

would be mistaken as an autistic child. Now, “autistic” would be the last word that the 

researcher, as well as Ruby’s homeroom teacher, would use to refer to Ruby, as she 

has turned herself into an outgoing, talkative, and energetic tomboy.   

 Thus, little Ruby started to learn Mandarin Chinese and had her very first 

encounter with English at three years old in kindergarten. By then, English class was 

more like a singing and dancing class, five times a week, 40 minutes every day. Three 

of the five weekly periods were conducted by international teachers, while the other 

two were by Chinese teacher. Singing and dancing English classes become formal and 

systematic instruction in the second kindergarten year. Followings were Ruby’s mom 

recalled what contents of the kindergarten’s English textbooks were.  
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It [the contents of English courses taught in the second year in kindergarten] was 

like Ruby’s English textbook now. For example, the first unit was “Who are you?”, 

and on the bottom of the book there were such vocabulary as father, mother, 

brother, sister, and uncle….then in the senior class, more vocabulary was taught. 

(Interview with Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015)  

 Some of the class’s interaction and performance in English were videotaped by 

the kindergarten teachers and shared with parents, Ruby’s included. Based on her 

mother’s description, TPR (Total Physical Response) seemed to be well applied to this 

kindergarten’s English class. 

I have watched some of her English classes. I did not think them [children in the 

kindergarten] understood what the international teacher said, but if he [the 

foreigner teacher] said “Stand up!” they stood up spontaneously; if he said 

“Hurry up!” they would run accordingly; I was amused…… They [the 

international teachers] repeated the same instruction every day. (Interview with 

Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015) 

 In the kindergarten, Ruby learned English by repeatedly singing target sentence 

patterns and substituting vocabulary.  

Most of the English class activities were singing, dancing, and speaking. They 

[the children] would read a sentence, such as “I go to school by bus.” and 

repeated with many substitutions, like I go to school on foot, by airplane, etc. 

They sang along with the repeated music, substituting phrases. (Interview with 

Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015) 

 It appears that songs were the medium, the access, and the affordance for Ruby to 

interact with English.   
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 At home. 

 Ruby did not reject learning and practicing English at home. Since kindergarten, 

she has the habit of listening to textbook CDs after school, and her family from time to 

time would practice speaking the language with her, creating more opportunities for 

little Ruby to be familiar with English. 

 I converse with her [Ruby] sometimes for fun because those sentences are very 

simple: “Who are you?” “I’m Jenny.” “I am Jasmine.”. My elder sister’s English 

is pretty good. She works at an international company. Sometimes I would ask her 

to practice speaking English with Ruby, such as “Hi!” “Good morning.” “Good 

afternoon.” “Good evening.” Something that is really simple. She sometimes 

would point to the table and asked Ruby “What’s this?”……I think speaking 

ability is very important. Memorizing vocabulary is less urgent, because most 

children have a great memory. If you have chances to listen to people talking [in 

English], then there would be more help when you need [to speak English]. 

(Interview with Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015) 

 Obviously, unlike Eric’s parents, Ruby’s mother required Ruby to review 

assignments and emphasized on practicing listening and speaking English since 

kindergarten. She believed that Ruby had the ability and should do her assignments on 

her own with only limited assistance from adults. 

 Ruby’s mother found that Ruby could “sing” the repeated target sentences all 

right, but could not “say” the words of the sentences individually.  

 The music was really earworms. If I played it, she would sing and dance 

spontaneously, but if I asked her to read the book, she would not know how to 

pronounce the same lyrics…She could not recognize the words. She would say 

something like “I …bus.”… So I started to point to the vocabulary cards for her 
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to practice, such as days of the week; she could say Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 

Thursday…. I thought she was really good. But when I turned to the test at the 

back of the book and asked her to identify the answer of the question “What day 

is today?” She had no idea what the answer was because she just memorized and 

said the order of the days of the week. That was why I said I do not worry about 

her memorizing ability. (interview 10/26/2015) 

 Ruby’s mother was obviously a keen observer on her child’s English learning. 

Most parents would not necessarily pay attention to and check on children’s four skills 

of English, especially during the kindergarten stage. Oftentimes, they tend to be aware 

of the learning outcomes only, such as teacher’s evaluations. Compared with grades or 

superficial performance, Ruby’s mother seemed to value English competence more. 

 6 to 7 years old: A second grader. 

 Ruby’s mother would have Ruby continue English learning after kindergarten; 

however, both the public elementary school and the cram school did not offer such 

courses. After one year’s discontinuity of English learning, at the second grade, the 

private after-school class started to offer a twice-a-week English course. Yet, 

expenditures and arrangements of picking-up were two major considerations that 

Ruby’s parents need to take into account. 

I could only afford having her [Ruby] attend two additional curriculum courses, 

and she had already taken fine arts and street dance at the after-school clubs. So 

when they told me there were going to be English courses, I let Ruby make her 

own decisions--whether she wanted to continue her two talent courses or drop one 

of them to take the English course. I thought that [learning English] was her own 

business, and that was why I asked her opinions…… (Interview with Ruby’s 

Mom 10/26/2015). 
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 How Ruby responded surprised her mother. 

Ruby thought about that option for quite a while. “Mom, I want to learn English. I 

would drop the arts club.” said Ruby. “Why?” I [Ruby’s mom] asked. Ruby’s 

response was, “Don’t you know it [learning English] is an international trend? 

“International trend?” I [Ruby’s mom] wondered. “Mom, you don’t know that? 

It’s all over the news. Learning English is an international trend.” ……I’ve never 

used the expression [international trend] before. It sounded so funny from her; I 

laughed out loud inside, but her response showed that she was aware that English 

was important. (Interview with Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015) 

 Ruby obviously developed this concept from TV news, commercials, or other  

programs, her mother speculated. 

I’ve never mentioned anything about that [learning English as an international 

trend] in front of her… My husband likes to watch TV news while dining. You 

know there were so many commercials advocating “Better English, higher salary.” 

(Interview with Ruby’s mom 10/26/2015) 

 As a dynamic organism, Ruby’s ideas in relation to English were shaped and 

interacting with the media, the context--the ecology. 

 In private language centers. 

 Hence, Ruby gave up the arts club at the second grade, and joined the 

after-school class English course. Impacted by her mother’s own learning experiences, 

Ruby attended an additional on-line English speaking course.  

I think speaking is far more important than writing, and that was why I told the 

teacher [the after-school class teacher] “My daughter must join this [Talking 

Island, which was an on line program].” (Interview with Ruby’s Mom 

10/26/2015) 
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 Thus, extra money was paid for Ruby to use the on-line English program. The 

program was part of the English courses offered by her after school center; students 

could decide whether they want to take it or not. It was designed as an on-line video 

game, learners could find treasure, have their own pets, and earn their food. They also 

have to follow designated routes by reading English instructions and listening orders, 

being asked to speak required English phrases or expressions. If they find the treasure, 

money, food, or better-equipment, a giant microphone will pop up on the screen, and 

they have to voice out the correct words to obtain the treasure. 

You [learners] can pick whenever it is convenient to log into the account at the 

after-school class, 30 minutes a week. When you speak, someone will respond to 

you. If you are talking nonsense or chattering with others, the staff from the 

online program will call the after-school class teacher “This student is not 

concentrating, putting him/her in the “black hole”.” [a punishment of not being 

able to play for a certain period of time] ……I always heard them [the 

after-school class children] shouting “go go high!” when I was there waiting to 

pick up my daughter. You [learners] have to speak real loud to get higher scores. 

(Interview with Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015) 

 Learners can play individually or team up to fight against monsters. For example, 

lower levelers can seek help from higher levelers to get better scores.   

It’s like practicing daily conversation. I told Ruby, “The system is so fun that 

even me want to play.” Teachers there [the after-school class teachers] realized a 

problem--maybe their [the after-school class English teachers’] English is not so 

good, but this system [the on-line English program] compensate this 

insufficiency. It is sort of an English listening training; by playing games, you 

[learners] have to learn to listen [carefully], and somebody will talk to you, like 
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“Hey! I’m going to take your treasure!” All English, no Chinese. (Interview with 

Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015) 

 Of course, Ruby was clueless at the beginning when she logged into the program.  

 “It [the online game] just kept on speaking and speaking. I [Ruby] have no idea 

what it is talking about!” but if you ask her [Ruby] now, she would say “I guess it 

is asking us to find the treasure.” (Interview with Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015) 

 This English-mediated on-line program affords Ruby access to listening and 

speaking. The levels of Ruby’s perceived affordance of English increased with the 

degrees of her familiarity with this program. 

 As a little English assistant now at the after-school class, Ruby is very confident 

of her English. In class, her peers are often required to repeat loud after whatever she 

said in English as a textbook review activity. 

 “You don’t know how good my English is now!” Ruby always says that to me. I 

think she is really fond of acting as a little assistant. (Interview with Ruby’s Mom 

10/26/2015) 

 During recess, the researcher asked Ruby questions about the online program 

Talking Island, and found out that it indeed was her favorite game in the after-school 

English class, and that her mother was right about “black holes” being the 

punishments.  

 At home. 

 Ruby’s mother continues her own evaluation of Ruby’s English competence. It 

appeared that after one year’s discontinuity of English learning, Ruby forgot all about 

what she had learned in the kindergarten.  
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In the beginning of the second grade, I asked her something [English] she had 

learned in the kindergarten, but she could not even remember what a “zoo” was. 

(Interview with Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015) 

 Considering the ecology of English “disappeared” from Ruby’s life during her 

first-grade, Ruby had lost the connection with many English words for a year. “Zoo” 

might be just one of many. Now, since it was Ruby’s own decision to learn English 

again after school, Ruby’s mom thought Ruby’s self-decision-making brought an 

advantage. 

I don’t think one [learners] could learn to read only when one keeps on listening 

to CDs, because there wouldn’t be much memory [about English lessons] left 

after school, … so I taught her how to operate the CD player……As long as there 

are English classes on Monday and Thursday, she will listen to CD by herself 

after school. Sometimes when I get home around 8 p.m., she would have always 

finished all her English homework, including listening assignments. She can do 

that all by herself, because this is what she chose to do…The after-school class 

teacher required them to listen to the CD at least 5 times. Ruby also listens to the 

school’s English CD 3 times …… I always praise her whenever she studies. She 

is really autonomous. (interview with Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015) 

 Ruby indeed is an autonomous EFL learner, even at this young age. Her parents 

believe that it is children’s own responsibilities to finish their assignments on time. 

One day, Ruby was reading out loud the English textbook. What she read caught her 

mother’s attention. 

 I could not totally understand what she was reading. The sentences were not 

making any sense. I wondered if it could be so hard that I could not understand.  

Out of curiosity, I approached her to check the contents. She read even louder 
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when I stood by her. I think she was trying to impress me. Then I laughed out 

loud. She just made some sounds up when there were words she did not know 

how to pronounce. “You are just reading for the sake of reading.” I laughed and 

said. (Interview with Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015) 

 Once again Ruby’s mother paid attention to Ruby’s English competence, in a way 

that did not put pressure on Ruby’s English learning.   

 Ruby does finger-reading as the public school teacher required, which is a 

strategy that is often neglected by most of the children and their parents. In Taiwan, 

written assignments are more common and easy to be checked by teachers than other 

forms of assignments. Hence, some children would “automatically” skip or 

“accidentally” neglect listening, reading, or speaking English requirements. Obviously, 

Ruby and her mom were not among these people. 

I told her whatever she did not understand--just ask….. Sometimes the speed of 

sentences played by CD were so fast, it was too quick for her to follow. (Interview 

with Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015) 

 Compared to her classmates, Ruby did ask more questions during English class at 

the public school every now and then, especially about pronunciations and long 

phrases.  

 Besides study, as far as English is regarded, Ruby likes to watch Dora, a cartoon 

teaching children to learn English.  

I’ve asked her why she wanted to watch this [Dora]. She said because she [the 

Character] was going to say something in English……She would than repeat 

what Dora said……Diego is another one [cartoon], as well as Dr. Kids, a cartoon 

teaching English spelling]. (Interview with Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015) 
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 Ruby actively chose her own TV programs--mostly cartoons that she could learn 

English. Not only did she perceive the affordance of English learning in cartoons but 

also created many opportunities to be exposed to English.  

 Ruby’s family all like to watch Go Go Talents, a TV program in Taiwan in which 

all guests were teamed up, competing for guessing Chinese phrases, but they could 

only deliver information and explain details in English. 

I always asked them [Ruby and her younger brother] to watch that program, and 

told them if your English is not good enough you will end up like this, having 

them get the idea of good and bad English. (interview 10/26/2015) 

 The comments of Ruby’s mother on the TV artists’ English performance, more or 

less, conveyed to Ruby, constructing her views of good and bad English. 

 Family’s access to English are opportunities for children to be exposed to it. 

When asked about English-mediated leisure, Ruby’s mother likes to listen to English 

pop songs and watch HBO movies, but she did not think Ruby really watched those 

movies, either. 

She could not understand [HBO movies]…but it is hard to tell, because when she 

was a kindergartener, I watched Empresses in the Palace (後宮甄環傳). She 

always said she did not want to watch it, but she could tell the kindergarten 

teacher the exact plots. So I supposed kids could more or less pick up whatever 

parents are doing. (Interview with Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015) 

 It was difficult to tell whether or not Ruby paid attention to English music or 

movies that her mother accidentally exposed her to; however, her mother’s recreations 

surely did offer Ruby opportunities to perceive varied forms of English. Ruby might 

not understand the HBO movies that her mother watched, but the music played by the 
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street dance club Ruby joined definitely raised Ruby’s awareness and affected her 

English pronunciation. 

Because it [the pop music] was sung by Korean artists, the pronunciation Ruby 

imitated was really funny. As long as she is interested in English, I won’t bother 

restricting [correcting] her. (interview 10/26/2015) 

 Keeping Ruby interested in English is what Ruby’s mother considered as the top 

priority, but as more English courses Ruby has, now she set up some bars for Ruby to 

achieve.  

I did not ask her to memorize vocabulary until she is a second grader now, 

because I think it is time to check whether her phonics foundation was good 

enough. (Interview with Ruby’s Mom 10/26/2015) 

 At this stage, Ruby seems to learn English in the way her mother has hoped and 

expected. She shows high degree of autonomy, finishing all requirements both from 

the public school English class and the private after-school center, and no need for 

additional help like Eric did. Ruby’s early English learning experiences constructed at 

home and in kindergarten or private centers are presented in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2  

Ruby’s early English learning experiences constructed at home and in kindergarten or 

private language centers 

periods at home in kindergarten or 

private language 

centers 

0~2 years old None none 

3~5 years old  Listening to and reading 

kindergarten textbook 

 Watching English 

cartoons (Dora/Diego/Dr. 

Kids) 

 English class in 

kindergarten  

5 periods/week 

6 years old  Watching English 

cartoons 

none 

7 years old 

In second grade 

 Watching English 

cartoons 

 Listening to and singing 

English songs 

 Listening to and reading 

English school textbook 

 Playing English learning 

Apps 

 English class  

2 periods/week 
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Ruby’s Interaction in the English Class 

 Attentive and active Ruby. 

 Ruby was always attentive. Unlike Eric, her attention and engagement seldom 

deflected due to types of activities. Ruby had a sensitive sense of rhythm; she always 

moved her upper-body with English chants and songs whenever the music was played 

in the class. As the researcher’s observation and field notes show, Ruby was always 

focused and engaged; her attention seldom become distracted because of changes of 

exercises. In other words, she was attentive to varied tasks: from listening, playing 

games, drills of speaking, pair/group practicing, to performing and others. As eloquent 

as she is, taking the initiative to express her thoughts is a piece of cake. Ruby’s 

vigilant attention, active engagement, and eloquence were demonstrated as followings: 

---Are there another run [pupils took turns to practiced chanting rhymes by 

playing beats with instruments]? (observation and field notes 09/10/2015) 

---“It’s not clear enough.” After practicing the rhythm by clapping, Ruby 

expressed her thoughts. (observation and field notes 10/22/2015)  

---“You could say “Sophie says” (the teacher’s English name) instead of “Simon 

says”. Ruby made her suggestion to the teacher. (observation and field notes 

04/07/2016) 

---Ruby was engaged in improvising body movement of the vocabulary “dog”. 

(observation and field notes 10/01/2015)   

---Ruby was focused on listening to the story. (observation and field notes 

10/08/2015)   

---Ruby raised her hand, responding to the teacher’s question: “What characters 

do you see in the textbook?” (observation and field notes 10/15/2015)   
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 Ruby is also very quick on the uptake; she could responsively associate previous 

learning experiences with new ones. 

---While practicing writing “g”, Ruby said, “If we take out the circle on the upper 

part of “g”, and put an extra dot above it, then it becomes a “j”.” (observation and 

field notes 10/15/2015) 

---Ruby volunteered to demonstrate “Repeat after me.” activity as a class leader 

for oral practicing (observation and field notes 02/25/2015) 

---Ruby was pretty enjoying the beats of the chant: p p p pen pen. q q q queen 

queen. (observation and field notes 03/17/2016) 

 Ruby’s is particularly responsive to rhythms and intonations of English. 

In other words, her language awareness raised when types of activities and 

genres are singing, chants, or storytelling.  

 Affable and accommodating Ruby. 

 Ruby smiled a lot, especially when she was discussing and practicing with her 

partner or group members. She worked fine with whomever she was paired up or 

grouped with. Her focus, involvement and engagement seemed contagious: When she 

discussed or practiced with her classmates, there was no joking around or any trivial 

arguing disputes. She was usually the one taking the initiative, offering her ideas and 

urging other members to practice, as noted in the field notes: 

---Ruby was engaged in writing and matching stickers with letters N and O. She 

was not distracted by the singing and discussing noises. (observation and field 

notes 03/10/2016) 
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---Ruby concentrated on exchanged ideas with her peers; they were improvising 

movements of lyrics of the chant. She engaged in discussion and expressed her 

ideas gently. (observation and field note 03/17/2016) 

---Ruby focused on practicing conversation and role playing with her peers. 

(observation and field notes 05/19/2016) 

 These social interactions were Ruby’s affordances to construct her English 

learning experiences. She was good at negotiating and cooperating with peers.   

 There were many “excellent performance” noted in the researcher’s observations 

of Ruby. Ruby’s performances with her partners or group members were usually 

smooth and creative, demonstrating her English and social skills, as well as her 

hard-working efforts and creativity. In class activities, she was good at speaking, 

listening, reading, and writing. The qualities of her excellent performance did not vary 

because of types of tasks. The homework of hers was presented with good quality, 

careless mistakes were seldom spotted (See Appendix J for Ruby’s performance on 

Writing and Listening). Full scores of regular summative assessment were common to 

her. Ruby’s self-evaluation is presented in her learning journal (Appendix F). From 1 

to 5 points, as levels of efforts, she considered herself reached 4 points. As for 

performance, she graded herself 5 points, the full marks. Comparing her own 

performance in the first semester with the second one, Ruby mentioned about speaking 

particularly. She was afraid of speaking at first, but now she enjoyed singing and 

dancing English songs with peers in front of the class. According to her own words, 

that made her feel like a star performing on a stage (See Appendix F for Ruby’s 

learning journal). 
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Luca’s Early English Learning Experiences 

 “They [Luca’s elementary school classmates] talked to the teacher in English 

directly, but I can’t even read A to Z!” Luca’s mother told the researcher at the second 

grader’s parent-teacher meeting; her facial expression and tone both fully revealed 

Luca’s and her own anxiety toward English learning.  

Is it a common phenomenon now that all kids learn English after school? Luca 

keeps saying that he wanted to learn English after school. (Interview with Luca’s 

parents 10/29/2015) 

 During the interview, Luca’s parents were deeply concerned about issues related 

to English learning: from strategies and methods of studying English, criteria for 

choosing private language centers, and to levels and contents of English learning in 

third and above grades. To some degree, the researcher felt she was the one being 

“interviewed” by them.  

When asked about prenatal English education, unlike Eric’s and Ruby’s mothers, 

who thought and talked about their pregnancy in relation to English for quite a 

while, Luca’s mother gave the simple direct short answer twice and shook her 

head assertively: “None. Not at all.” (Interview with Luca’s parents 10/29/2015). 

Apparently, seeds of English ecology had no opportunities to be planted for the 

little Luca.   

 Infancy to 2 years old. 

 At home. 

 Since no one in his family had interests in English, there was no chance for Luca 

to be exposed to English. This was the third time that Luca’s mother responded with a 

quick and negative answer when asked about Luca’s exposure to English during his 

toddler years. 
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None. During that time, I was a Yoga teacher; if I had classes, Luca would be 

taken care of by one of his two grandmothers. Basically the three of us took care 

of him in turns…None of the relatives around him would expose Luca to English. 

(Interview with Luca’s parents 10/29/2015) 

 This reminded the researcher that the main caregiver often had the power to 

create the child’s language ecology, whether it was in Chinese, Taiwanese or English. 

The main caregiver’s frequently used language, his or her values, or interests would 

become the child’s affordance, the medium to interact with the world. Hence, Luca’s 

language ecology was flourishing in Taiwanese and Chinese, while English remained 

as an unexplored alien territory. There were few affordances for little Luca to perceive 

with English that would made sense to him.    

 3 to 5 years old. 

 In private language centers. 

 Like most young children, Luca went to a private kindergarten at 3 years old. One 

period a week, the English class was his first contact with and the only access to 

English. Later, due to health concerns, in the middle of the semester after recovery 

from a deadly disease, he was transferred to another kindergarten.  

We had him vaccinated PCV10 (10-Valent Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine); 

however, he was infected PCV13 (13-Valent Pneumococcus Conjugate Vaccine). 

Worse still, the doctor misdiagnosed his disease as stomach flu. On the fourth day 

of his hospitalization, his condition was complicated by sepsis. The lungs turned 

all almost white because of suppurative infection, but the doctor insisted on no 

need of operation. “It’s all right. We’ll keep on administrating him the strongest 

antibiotics, waiting for culturing the right bacteria of medical formula.” In order 

to alleviate his pains, Luca was injected morphine every 2 hours to the maximum, 
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but he kept on crying out of extreme pains, and the fever wasn’t reduced…… 

(Interview with Luca’s parents 10/29/2015) 

 Luca’s lungs and precious life was saved after his parents insisted on changing 

the doctor, and the new doctor immediately performed an operation. He had been 

hospitalized for 2 months, including 1 month in the intensive care unit. Afterwards, the 

hospital staff told Luca’s parents that they did not expect he could survive from sepsis 

at this young age. It was a miracle and he is now a boy full of vitality. 

 With this information, now the researcher understood why Luca’s parents always 

asked him to engage in at least one kind of sports. This life-and-death experience had 

an impact on their priorities regarding Luca’s learning.   

 Having concerns about hygiene of the previous kindergarten, Luca’s parents 

transferred him to another nearby kindergarten. There, as before, Luca had access to 

English 40 minutes a week. 

 At home.  

 Writing alphabets was one of Luca’s assignments during kindergarten. He seldom 

listened to the CDs of the textbooks, but he liked to watch DVDs of animations and 

cartoons. Sometimes he would sing English songs that were taught by the kindergarten, 

but he also forgets soon.  

 Neither of us [Luca’s parents] has good English ability, unlike my brother and 

sister-in-law, who intentionally spoke English to their children. They have better 

English commands, so we heard them talking to the children in English often… 

but we can’t [talk to Luca in English], which is our regret. That’s why we were 

wondering: Should we send him to the cram school for more English learning? 

(Interview with Luca’s parents 10/29/2015) 
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 “Should we send him to the cram school for more English learning?” The 

researcher supposed that this was the “ultimate question” that Luca’s parents tried to 

be found answers from this interview with the researcher. 

 6 to 7 years old: A second grader. 

 In private language centers. 

 Luca did not have any additional English learning experiences after entering 

elementary school. He went to the public after-school class and joined the badminton 

club as an extra curriculum activity after school. His parents had sorted out priorities 

for him: Health took priority over learning.  

He’s been asking us to let him learn English after school… We insisted that he go 

to the badminton club first. Considering so many antibiotics that had been 

injected into his body, we hope massive exercises and heavy sweat could help 

him metabolize those residues…..The schedules of the badminton club and the 

after-school care [at school] are flexible and match each other well. We don’t 

have to worry about [the problem of ] picking him up; however, if he wanted to 

learn English after school, neither of us [Luca’s parents] could make time from 

work to drive him to any cram school. (Interview with Luca’s parents 

10/29/2015) 

 Similar to Ruby, after kindergarten, in first grade, Luca did not learn any English 

either at or outside school. After being transferred to this school, Luca started to learn 

English formally in second grade.  

Luca mentioned that most of his classmates have learned English outside the 

school; so is children like Luca [who haven’t learned English outside school] the 

majority? Or like he said, is it true that most of his classmates have been learning 

English after school? (Interview with Luca’s parents 10/29/2015) 
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 Here comes the “ultimate question” again. The researcher could feel Luca’s 

mother’s anxiety about the necessity of additional English learning.  

 Actually, at the very beginning of the interview, after the first two questions, 

Luca’s mom started to provide an accounted of her own English learning experiences 

on her own initiative, thoroughly explaining why she was so concerned about Luca’s 

English learning. 

Let me put it this way, I myself have never been to any cram school or talent 

classes due to my family’s financial status. As soon as I entered the junior high 

school, I found that the English teacher assumed everyone had learned English 

before, so he kind of quickly skimmed and skipped the beginning parts. Gradually, 

I could not catch up because I had no foundation at all, and I could not understand 

[what the teacher was talking about in the English class]. As early as the first year 

in junior high, I gave up learning English. I really didn’t have any clues about 

English learning, neither have the money to attend a cram school, nor ways to 

learn it well…… I could handle vocabulary, memorizing them by rote, but I 

would forget them completely right after tests. If there were paragraphs after 

paragraphs, then it would be totally beyond my ability. For all the entrance exams 

on English, I just wrote C or D from top to the end on the answer 

cards……English is both my weak point and my regret. I was afraid Luca 

would…As only a second grader, Luca said “Mom, why did I hear my classmates 

talking to the teacher in English fluently, but I don’t seem to be able to recognize 

A to Z?” (Note: By the time this interview was conducted, the second graders 

have only finished learning A to G) (Interview with Luca’s parents 10/29/2015) 

 The researcher assured Luca’s mother that it was absolutely “normal” that Luca 

could not recognize A to Z then, since the second graders so far have just begun to 
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learn alphabets. The researcher also shared with the parents the results from the 

questionnaires of the whole class’s early English learning experiences conducted at the 

beginning of the semester.  

 According to the survey, almost half of the class, 11 out of 24 students, did not go 

to any private language centers for English learning at the beginning of the first 

semester in the second grade. 

Do you know any private English learning center that, not exactly teaching 

English, but it’s more like a recreational English environment? [asked Luca’s 

father] ……(Interview with Luca’s parents 10/29/2015) 

 Unlike Luca’s mother, who was worrying that Luca might end up like her as far 

as English leaning was concerned, Luca’s father thought it would be beneficial for 

Luca to be exposed to a variety of environments, including an after-school English 

learning institute.  

The public after-school classes did not offer many additional courses. [After 

finishing writing his homework], Luca has nothing better to do…. He would learn 

more if he had the chance to experience something outside the school. (Interview 

with Luca’s parents 10/29/2015) 

 Luca’s father was very curious about nearby private language centers’ situations, 

asking the researcher many questions, from learning environments, teaching materials 

to the students’ and parents’ comments. He was also interested in free English classes 

offered by some churches.  

[As far as private language centers are concerned,] we parents focus more on 

[learning] environments and [teachers’] beliefs…Schedules and ferrying the kids 

around are also problems that need to be taken into consideration. (Interview with 

Luca’s parents 10/29/2015) 
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 Luca’s mother was surprised that some of Luca’s classmates had started to learn 

English after school at such a young age. 

We’ve been discussing about having Luca start to learn English after school from 

third grade, but knowing the fact that many other second graders have been 

[learning English already] bewilders us…Luca was surprised [at his classmates’ 

English ability], too. We asked him whether he wanted to learn [English after 

school], he responded with a positive yes. (Interview with Luca’s parents 

10/29/2015) 

 Luka seemed to experience peer pressures from English learning, but in a positive 

way. He was not intimidated by peers’ performance; he wants to be better. This 

affordance of English learning came from his classroom interaction; according to his 

mother, he wanted to be as good as his classmate in English.  

 At home. 

Luca could manage his English homework well after school.  

I don’t have to push him…Yes, as long as there is English homework, he would 

play CD by himself and finish it all right. He would keep on practicing (note: the 

English homework usually are listening, finger-reading, singing, writing, or 

drawing, depending on what have been taught on that day at school.)…; however, 

because he is short-sighted, I only asked him to listen to the CD, skipping 

finger-reading. (Interview with Luca’s parents 10/29/2015) 

 Besides English homework, there was another interesting exposure of English 

that Luca’s mother created. 

I played English rhymes really loud in the morning to wake up Luca and his 

brother. (Interview with Luca’s parents 10/29/2015) 
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 The research thinks that this is also affordance, perceiving English at the very 

beginning of the day as a ritual of routines. 

At home, Luca’s parents do not have any time to watch English movies for 

recreational purposes.  

Luca’s mother: I really wanted to, but I don’t have any time left. 

Luca’s father:  Me, either. like HBO, one can turn off subtitles to practice 

listening. I used to do that.   

Researcher: So English homework is Luca’s only access to English now? 

Luca’s parents: Yes. (Interview with Luca’s parents 10/29/2015) 

 It appeared that, except for school assignments and those rhymes acting as 

“morning call” set by Luca’s mother, Luca has no other access to English. However, 

he is an autonomous learner regrading school work, though he did not exactly follow 

the teacher’s instruction at home.  

 Inconsistent Accounts. 

 With regard to learning English after school, Luca’s accounts did not stand in line 

with his mother’s, according to the second informal conversation. Both Luca and his 

mom said Luca wanted to learn English after school, but later Luca offered a negative 

answer. However, it was not Luca’s mother misunderstood her son or Luca lied about 

it; as a matter of fact, it was Luca who has changed his attitudes towards after-school 

English learning.  

 After three months of English learning in the first semester, the researcher 

inquired Luca’s attitude towards after-school English learning for the first time.  

Teacher: Your mom mentioned that you wanted to learn English after school? 

Luca: Yes. 

Teacher: Why? 
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Luca: My parents think both Chinese and English are very important…... My dad 

said that I could make more friends and learn more things at private after-school 

center.  

Teacher: So do you want to have better English? Or is it just something your 

parents want you to learn more? 

Luca: I want to have better English. (First Informal Conversational Interviews 

with Luca 11/26/2015) 

 Luca changed his attitudes towards after-school English learning in the second 

semester, according to this informal interview. 

Teacher: Have you picked up the private after-school private language center yet? 

Luca: No. 

Teacher: Why? 

Luca: It’s too stressful. 

Teacher: How do you know it’s too stressful if you haven’t been to one? 

Luca: I’ve been to OO (name of one ān qīn bān) during summer and winter 

vacations. I’ve watched them [students who attended English class there] through 

the windows. They were so busy. They had so much homework. (Second 

Informal Conversational Interview with Luca 05/30/2016) 

 To the teacher/researcher, Luca’s English learning is on the right track. However, 

peer pressure is already there even before English classes have begun, according to his 

mom. This situation is somewhat like children learning Chinese phonetical symbols in 

Taiwan. Even though the whole system should not be taught until they enter 

elementary schools, yet most of the children are familiar with it at private 

kindergartens. For those who follow the “normal” curriculum, they could feel the peer 
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pressure as soon as Chinese classes begin, resulting not from their learning ability, but 

from their prior learning experiences.  

 As a summary, Luca’s early English leaning experiences at home and in 

kindergarten or private centers are presented in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3  

Luca’s early English learning experiences constructed at home and in kindergarten or 

private language centers 

periods at home in kindergarten or 

private language 

centers 

prenatal 

education 

 Nothing English-related none 

0~2 years old  None none 

3~5 years old  Listening to kindergarten 

textbook CD/DVD 

occasionally 

 English class in 

kindergarten  

 1 period/week 

6 years old  None none 

7 years old 

In second grade 

 Listening to textbook CD 

as morning routines 

none 

  

Luca’s Interaction in English Class 

 Luca was observant. 

 Luca was not very responsive at the very beginning of the English class. The 

teacher researcher paid extra attention to him for encouraging his more active 

engagement. As the field note shows, Luca sometimes needed the teacher’s help to 

catch up with classroom activities. He needed time to process the exposure to English 

so that it would become perceivable affordance to him. In the field notes: 

---Luca was focused and attentive, but did not say anything. (observation and 

field notes 09/03/2015) 
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---Luca did not follow the teacher in the activity tracing letters in the air. 

(observation and field notes 09/03/2015) 

---Luca needed something to play with: a marker, a rubber band, or some tissue. 

(observation and field notes 09/10/2015) 

---Luca was fumbling with his textbook, but sang along with the song all right. 

(observation and field notes 09/24/2015) 

---Luca was thinking about the question--“How would you use your body to 

perform a “D”? ”. (observation and field notes 10/01/2015) 

---Luca hesitated to respond in practicing the daily conversation: “Thank you.”, 

“You are welcome.”, “Look here.”, and “Listen”. He sat passively on his seat, 

waiting for other classmates to talk to him. He did not finish the requirement of 

talking to at least 5 people in class. (observation and field notes 10/01/2015) 

 Luca paid attention to classroom activities, but needed the teacher’s or peers’ 

active interaction with him to help him become involved. 

 Auditory style. 

 Luca was more responsive to sounds, like exaggerating speaking, role-playing of 

the characters or words from animations. He imitated what the teacher said in English 

often, something the researcher has not noticed until reviewing the videotaped 

classroom interaction.  

---Luca imitated the teacher saying “if you write here” (observation and field 

notes 09/10/2015) 

---Luca was saying “three” instead of “C” for fun. (observation and field notes 

09/10/2015) 

---Luca focused on the workbook’s listening exercise, repeating the questions. 

(observation and field notes 09/24/2015) 
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---Luca focused on listening to the story. (observation and field notes 10/08/2015) 

---Luca paid attention to listening and thinking about the teacher’s question. 

“What characters do you see on the textbook?” (observation and field notes 

10/15/2015) 

---Luca was imitating the Grandma’s intonation saying “Thank you.” 

(observation and field notes 10/22/2015) 

Luca was listening. 

It was difficult for the researcher to tell whether Luca was focused from his facial 

expression, body language or reactions. Sometimes he appeared not attentive, and yet 

he raised his hand anyway for volunteering, responded as the teacher instructed, or 

repeated whatever he heard loudly.  

---Luca raised his hand for the third question, though not immediately. 

(observation and field notes 10/08/2015) 

---Luca self-practiced speaking “Ff”. (observation and field notes 10/22/2015)   

---Luca helped his partner to turn to the right page. (observation and field notes 

05/19/2016) 

---Luca actively responded to make shapes of ABC kinesthetically. (observation 

and field notes 05/19/2016) 

---Luca self-practiced speaking daily conversation, but he did not stand up or 

move around to interact with peers as the teacher requested. (observation and 

field notes 02/25/2016) 

 Luca was distracted easily. 

 Yet there were times when he apparently was not focused at all. In fact, Luca was 

easily distracted by trivial happenings around him. Someone turning-off lights, rolling 

markers, the attached mini-whiteboard, dropping tissues, a rubber band, neighbor’s 
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cup…and the like could all be potential distractions to him. His attention easily 

wandered because of the seat arrangement, depending on who sat around him to keep 

him focused or inattentive.  

---Luca did not pay attention to the instruction “Turn to page 6.”, instead, he was 

writing into unrequested workbook. (observation and field notes 10/15/2015) 

---Luca turned around and talked to the classmate sitting behind him. 

(observation and field notes 03/10/2016) 

---Luca put something on his forehead, turning back and talking to his classmate. 

(observation and field notes 05/05/2016) 

---Luca was not focused on class singing chant, talking to the classmate sitting in 

front of him. (observation and field notes 04/07/2016) 

 Compared with other classes, Luca was also not that focused. This could be his 

learning style, instead of the matter of subjects, as the teacher researcher observed. 

 Luca was not ready for taking the initiative in speaking. 

 Luca tended to focus on listening, writing, watching animations, reading, doing 

kinesthetic activities, imitating sounds and intonations, and discussing with his group 

members, but he was not that active in activities regarding speaking. He enjoyed 

imitating sounds and intonation, but appeared less confident of talking to peers in 

English or performing in front of the other classmates. Apparently, he was not ready to 

take the initiative to talk, needing more accessible affordance. 

---Luca was very focused writing Dd Ee Ff Gg on his mini whiteboard. 

(observation and field notes 10/15/2015) 

---Luca was focused on practicing reading out loud daily conversation. 

(observation and field notes 10/22/2015) 
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---Luca was attentive to improvise shapes of ABC kinesthetically. (observation 

and field notes 09/10/2015) 

---Luca was actively discussing movements corresponding to the lyrics. 

(observation and field notes 05/19/2016) 

 Friendship was Luca’s affordance. 

 It was obvious that Luca did have a good time discussing and practicing songs 

with his group members. As far as what the researcher could observe, he usually did 

what he was told by his group members. When students were free to pick their own 

group members, he liked to be with his sports friends. There were boys who were good 

at sports as Luca; they always played together during recessions. Those boys all go to 

private after-school language centers, except for Luca. This explained why Luca and 

his mother would worry about his “not going to the English cram school yet”, 

assuming most of his classmates have been to private English language centers and 

worrying Luca might be left behind.  

---Luca appeared excited about practicing with his friends. He was engaged in the 

process of practicing. His group was making too much noise that needed the 

teacher’s reminder. (observation and field notes 03/10/2016) 

---Luca’s group members improvised some sissy movements; Luca was joking 

around about that. (observation and field notes 03/17/2016) 

---Luca was engaged in discussing, but most of the time he seemed to be a 

follower. (observation and field notes 03/24/2016) 

 Spirited Luca: “I am not a shy boy.” 

 One thing particular about Luca is that he loved to interact with the camera, 

saying “Hi!” whenever passing by, making faces in front of it, or getting real close to 

the lens. Compared to his shyness during group presentation, he was active to express 
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himself in front of the camera when nobody was watching. However, he was not so 

shy in the Taiwanese class. Taiwanese is Luca’s mother tongue, he definitely 

demonstrated his confidence and strength during the Taiwanese class through class 

performance. When practicing with those peers with better English ability, Luca turned 

into a shy boy regarding speaking and performing. It was not due to personality, but 

because of his not-so-confident self-perception through the medium of English. 

 ---Luca said “你好”in Taiwanese to the camera, when the class competition 

activity was over. (observation and field notes 04/07/2016) 

---Luca said “Hi!” to the camera when passing by. (observation and field notes 

03/10/2016) 

 Luca was ready: “I can.” 

 One day, at the very beginning of that English class in the second semester, Luca 

suddenly exclaimed to the teacher. 

---“I listened to CD [of the textbook] every morning. I am so familiar [with the 

contents] that I remembered every word and each song.” (observation and field 

notes 03/17/2016) 

 On Luca’s learning journal, he mentioned that he used to figure out ways of 

remembering pronunciations of vocabulary, but now he could pronounce vocabulary 

and even longer phrases without problems (Appendix K).  

 From the teacher’s perspective, Luca has achieved the learning goals. He was not 

active at speaking, but he had no problem doing it. He was not that comfortable with 

public presentation, yet he did it all right.  

---Luca seemed to enjoy his group’s performance, but his actions were 

comparably slower. (observation and field notes 03/03/2016) 
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---Luca was kind of shy when presenting singing and dancing in front of the class. 

He kept on looking at other group members’ movements. (observation and field 

notes 03/24/2016) 

 Luca scored well at summative assessments; however, he might have difficulty 

in matching listening with the right pictures from the textbook (See Appendix H for 

Luca’s performance on writing and listening). According to Luca and his parents, 

Luca reviewed assignments mostly by listening only without finger reading. This 

could be the reason why he was not able to recognize shapes of words and connect 

words or pictures with sounds and meaning. In other words, the crucial affordances 

from English assignments after school was only partly created, impacting his 

English access to reading and opportunities of perceiving meanings. Though the 

researcher thought Luca was doing fine, on the scale of self-evaluation from one to 

five, Luca gave himself three points of efforts-making on learning English, and 

only two points as to his performance. The latter is relatively low, compared those 

with Eric’s four points and Ruby’s five points. Even though, Luca enjoyed group 

discussing and performing a lot with his friends, according to his learning journal 

(Appendix K). Apparently, peer interaction with his good friends were Luca’s 

crucial affordances at this English class.   

Summary of the Three Children’s Early English Learning Experiences 

 Followings are the summary of these three children’s early English learning 

experiences organized as recreations, investments in studying, courses of private 

language centers, and the authentic communication in English. 

 In terms of access to English as recreational resources at home, the three 

children’s experiences were very different. Eric was frequently exposed to songs, 

cartoons, movies, radio station, Apps, TV programs under his parents’ supervision 
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and arrangements. Ruby turned to English-related TV channels for exposing herself 

to English on the purpose of learning ever since she experienced English classes in 

the kindergarten, while Luca was seldom exposed to English for recreation 

insomuch as both his parents hardly accessed themselves to English for leisure, 

either.  

 As for their experiences of studying English at home, these three EFL young 

learners’ habits and attitudes varied. Eric seldom invested himself in studying 

English, which was acceptable to his parents as the interview presented; he turned 

in written assignments all right but seldom reviewed the required listening and 

reading ones. Same situation happened to his after-school English courses, since he 

did not study the required materials that he had difficulties in meeting the 

requirements for those courses. Ruby, on the contrary, formed her habits of 

listening to and reading English assignments since kindergarten years from her 

mother’s involvement. She enjoyed English learning by herself after school, even 

there was no requirement. As for Luca, he managed the assignments by himself all 

right but neglected the finger reading practice because his mother was worried 

about his poor eyesight and assumed that was not important. (Interview with Luca’s 

parents 10/29/2015) 

 The variety of English courses they experienced in the private centers were 

diverse. Eric had English rhythm and dance class, English songs class, English tutor, 

and arts in English class during toddler years. He continued arts in English class, 

began to attend academic English class and remedial tutoring, and joined EFL 

summer and winter camps. Ruby did not attend any after-school English class until 

she was in the second grade; she was particularly fond of the interactive on-line 

talking course aforementioned. As for Luca, he did not have any outside school 
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English learning experiences. 

 As EFL learners, there are not many opportunities of experiencing authentic 

communication in English. Among the three, Eric was the only one who travelled 

abroad experiencing why and how people of different mother languages had to 

communicate in English. To Ruby, English is an important language that she 

wanted to learn for achieving a bigger picture, and for Luca, English is just a school 

subject among others.  

 In sum, Eric was exposed to various English resources both at home and in 

private language center with his parents’ attentive involvement continually, Ruby 

chose her access to and formed her habits of English learning under her mother’s 

guidance with limited financial resources, whereas Luca just began to accumulate 

his English learning experiences through this English class in second grade; since 

his parents perceived English emotionally distant as the previous interview 

presented, they seldom exposed themselves and Luca to English, either. The three 

children’s early English learning experiences accumulated from infancy to seven 

years old as second graders were summarized and categorized in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4 

Summary of the three children’s early English learning experiences 

 Eric Ruby Luca 

Recreational 

exposure at 

home 

• Listening to English 

songs 

• Watching English 

cartoons(Dora/Diego) 

• Watching English 

movies 

• Listening to English 

radio station 

• Playing English 

learning Apps 

• Watching English TV 

programs 

• Watching English 

cartoons 

(Dora/Diego/Dr. Kids) 

• Listening to and 

singing English songs 

• Playing English 

learning Apps 

• None 

Investment in 

studying 

English at home 

• Listening to and 

reading English 

vocabulary 

occasionally (private 

language center) 

• Writing English 

homework (school) 

• Listening to and 

reading kindergarten 

textbook 

• Listening to and 

reading English 

school textbook 

• Listening to 

kindergarten 

textbook 

CD/DVD 

occasionally 

• Listening to 

textbook CD as 

morning routines 

Courses in 

kindergarten or 

private 

language school 

• English rhythm and  

dance class  

1 period/week 

• English songs class 

 1 period/week 

• Arts in English  

 2 periods/week 

• English tutor 

 2 period/week 

• English class 

 2 period/week 

• EFL summer and 

winter camps 

• Remedial tutoring 

 2 periods/week 

• English class in 

kindergarten  

5 periods/week 

• English class in 

private language 

school  

2 periods/week 

 

• English class in 

kindergarten  

 1 period/week 

Authentic 

communication 

in English 

• Travelling abroad • None • None 
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Self-Evaluation of the Three Participants 

 Wondering how the 24 students, especially the three participants, would evaluate 

themselves, at the end of the second semester, the researcher designed four questions 

in the final English learning journal entry for them to reflect on: 1. After reading your 

own journals, do you remember how you felt about the English class last semester? 2. 

How do you feel about English learning now at the second semester? Are there any 

differences? 3. Do you practice speaking a lot during the English class? Such as 

speaking practices of letters, vocabulary, lyrics, and daily conversations, and how do 

you feel about those practices? 4. How would you grade yourself on the scale of one to 

five, regarding the amount of your efforts and the level of your performance? (See 

Appendices F,I, and K for Ruby’s, Eric’s, and Luca’s learning journals) Figure 4.4 

presents the results of the three participants’ self-evaluation of the amount of efforts 

and the level of performance in the English class. 

 

Figure 4.4. Self-Evaluation of the English Class 
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 Figure 4.4 shows that Luca is the only one among the three that evaluated himself 

on performance lower than that of efforts-making. On the scale of zero to five, Luca 

was also the only one who thought of himself as having made moderate efforts--three, 

the lowest one among the three. Ruby showed the highest point of 

self-satisfactory--the best performance--five points, but she did not think of herself as 

having tried her best; she gave herself four points as to efforts-making. Eric also did 

not consider himself as having tried his best, and acknowledged that he has not yet 

made excellent performance; he marked himself three and three in terms of 

efforts-making and performance respectively. The results not only show how the three 

participants evaluated themselves, but also conveyed how they perceived and 

identified themselves as EFL learners in this class. Their self-perception of EFL 

learners evolved from their access to English, their awareness of English and their 

autonomy in English learning; the interaction with their individual contexts, namely, 

their English ecology, which could hardly be analyzed only by grades or summative 

assessments.  

 In conclusion, the three participants’ classroom interaction with peers and the 

teacher in the English class have everything to do with their previous English learning 

experiences constructed by their parents, which in turn becomes their affordances in 

the English class. Eric displays his confidence at the very beginning through his 

interaction in the English class; Ruby has been gradually growing her interests in 

speaking English by dancing and singing in this learning community; Luca finally 

finds his comfortable ways of leaning English in the second semester.  

 In this learning community, the three participants’ self-perceptions mediated 

through English are constructed through their early English learning experiences and 

classroom interactions. As far as what the researcher/their homeroom teacher could 
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observe, the three participants behaved and interacted differently from what they did in 

the other two language classes: Chinese and Taiwanese. Though it certainly needs 

further research to develop and support this particular observation, their 

self-perceptions mediated through English were apparently different from those 

mediated through their mother languages. Furthermore, parents’ own English learning 

histories, working experiences, and parenting believes are all affordances interplays 

with the construction of three participants’ early English learning experiences, which 

in turn interrelates with their interactions in the English class. The following chapter 

will further present cross-case analysis and discussion in relation to the above issues. 
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Chapter 5 

Cross-Case Analysis and Discussion 

 This chapter presents the cross-case analysis on the relationship among the three 

EFL young learners’ English learning experiences, their classroom interaction, and the 

evolving affordances. 

 The cross-case analysis was based on van Lier’s interpretation of affordance—a 

match for the agent (learner) to the environment (this English class), and the result of 

the interaction between the learners’ perception (through affordance) and activity. 

Figure 5.1 is adapted from van Lier's original figure (2004, p96) based on the findings 

of this current study, and it was kept as the frame for the research to reflect upon the 

data collected and observations of classroom interaction. The discussion analyzed the 

perceivable affordances evolved from the interaction between the classroom activities 

and the three children’s early English learning experiences in this EFL class. Based on 

the data, the discussion bellows will be made in two different directions: (a) classroom 

activities, affordance, and perceptions and (b) agent (learner), affordance, and EFL 

class. In other words, the discussion follows the vertical and horizontal lines indicated 

in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1: Affordance in the EFL class 

(Adapted from van Lier, 2004, p.96) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Vertical Line: Classroom Activities, Affordance, and Perception 

  The role of affordance between (classroom) activities and the agent’s (the 

learner’s) perception in the environment (EFL classroom) is essential. The agent (the 

learner’s, in this case ) has certain abilities, aptitudes, intelligence, “or whatever 

psychologists, biologists, or anthropologists might call it…Affordances are those 

relationships that provide a ‘match’ between something in the environment…The 

affordance fuels perception and activity, and brings about meanings—further 

affordances and signs, and further higher-level activity as well as more differentiate 

perception.” (van, Lier, 2004, p.96) 

 From this view, the three EFL learners exposed to English in various resources 

perceive English differently. Their perceptions of classroom activities are hence 

varied. 

 With abundant and various early English learning experiences accumulated, Eric 

perceives English as a familiar and practical medium to the information and activities 

he was interested in. The early English learning experiences constructed by his parents 

at home for him were mostly recreational resources since his toddler years. English is 
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no strange language to Eric, as his parents wanted him to experience that way: 

“English is fun.” (Interview with Eric’s Mom 10/28/2015). Even the outside school 

English courses Eric’s mother carefully arranged matched his interests and developed 

his “linguistic, music, and spatial, intelligences” (Gardner and Hatch, 1989, p. 6). His 

father’s socio-economic advantage supported Eric diverse English learning 

opportunities, including travelling abroad—the authentic communication in English 

with people of different mother languages. In other words, English makes sense to Eric. 

As Kramsch discussed in her book (1993, p. 238,239), learning to use another 

language brings one “stepping into to another popular culture, creating meanings to 

the language learners”. To Eric, learning English offers him opportunities for personal 

meanings, pleasures, and power (the last one will be discussed later). He is now able to 

tell stories or act out in English, “playing with language and a manipulation of 

linguistic expression”, and developing the third level of language awareness as 

aforementioned in p12 based on van Lier’s interpretation (2004, p.101). 

 With these experiences, Eric perceived the purposes in almost all the class 

activities quickly but responded with varied degrees of attention according to different 

types of activities. Being familiar with the contents of English textbooks already, he 

was eager to express himself, demonstrate his ability in English and earn the teacher’s 

affirmations, particularly in activities of speaking, group discussing/practicing, 

performing, demonstrating in front of the class, and turning in assignments as soon as 

possible at class. As class activities proceeding, he had enough time left to observe 

other peers, offered his help willingly, yet therefore lost his focus sometimes. He 

appeared relatively inattentive to activities of workbook listening practice, speaking 

drills, and listening to the teacher’s explanations of pronunciation. In terms of EFL 

learning context, Eric’s classroom interaction matched Gibson’s (1979) interpretation 
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of affordances. The affordances of the environment are what it offers the organism, 

either good or bad (p. 127). Eric’s rich early English learning experiences became 

affordances for him to either be an active learner, a(n) bystander/observant, an 

obliging peer, or a(n) passive/impatient student, depending on how he perceived the 

activities as relevance to him in this English class. 

 Eric himself admitted that he invested little in English learning (First informal 

conversational interview with Eric 11/30/2015). Perhaps it is these experiences that 

makes him perceive studying English as unnecessary, since his English competency is 

beyond the required level of second-graders. Yet, he did not perform well in 

summative listening comprehension assessments out of his unfamiliarity with textbook 

pictures. He seldom reviewed textbooks as required, either by listening or reading. The 

written assignments he turned in were usually sloppy; they appeared too simple for 

him to accomplish patiently. His excellent performance was on mini-books of letters, 

demonstrating his creativities in designing alphabets with unlimited imagination and 

beautiful colors. His experiences of arts in English class surely facilitate him to 

perceive affordances of letter shapes, beauty, and imagination.  

 Eric’s mother believes that most children are passive learners, and Eric is no 

exception. He then spends extra time at the private language center on finishing 

English assignments under the tutor’s supervision. As experienced EFL learner as Eric 

is, the affordances he perceive along the way his learning experiences constructed are 

not necessarily positive for his academic performance to engage in English learning 

autonomously. 

 As for Ruby, English is an important tool for her to achieve a bigger picture, 

according to her own words, “learning English is an international trend.” She is always 
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an active learner in this English class, perceiving classroom activities efficiently and 

positively.     

 It was difficult to tell whether Ruby’s thought was mediated by the bigger layers 

of the social context or the implicit values her parents conveyed. Actually, there is not 

much access intentionally constructed at home for her to recreational English 

resources; however, under her mother’s guidance, Ruby’s continuing investment in 

English learning sharpens her phonemic awareness and makes herself an engaged EFL 

learner at class. 

 A short-term study abroad experience though, Ruby’s mother changed her own 

thoughts on how English should be learned. She asked Ruby to listen to and repeat 

after CDs often since Ruby was only a kindergartener. Ruby’s mother recognized lots 

of listening facilitating speaking. In other words, she regarded these linguistic 

awareness afforded Ruby to learn English better. Ruby’s mother remembered her own 

formal English learning experiences, memorizing lots of vocabulary and grammars, 

yet unable to converse smoothly during her short-term overseas study in Australia. 

Hence, she pays much attention to how Ruby studies English at home. She also spent 

extra money for Ruby to attend an on-line interactive English learning program for 

practicing listening and speaking. Ruby therefore is very aware of the connection 

between words shapes and sounds. Based on van Lier’s interpretation of language 

awareness aforementioned (van Lier, 2004, pp. 100, 101), Ruby reaches the second 

level of language awareness--“a deliberate act of focusing attention, of noticing a 

linguistic feature…entering into new acts of making meaning”. At class, she 

constantly and actively perceives this kind of affordance; she either asks the teacher to 

demonstrate the pronunciation or becomes a role model herself to exemplify for her 

peers. She is not afraid to ask and talk. As van Lier discussed in his book, the 
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emergence happens through this kind of perception, “reorganizing into more complex, 

more intelligent system” (van Lier, 2004, p. 80). Ruby were continuingly apply 

previous experiences to raise her linguistic awareness, relating herself to this English 

community in purposeful ways. She differentiated letter shapes among learned and 

newly introduced alphabets swiftly, responded to intonations and rhythms attentively, 

and always engaged in group practicing.  

 Generally speaking, though Ruby’s access to English resources is not as many 

and as various as Eric’s, her autonomy and engagement on studying English 

accumulated herself linguistic awareness, which are critical affordances to perceive 

positively among various types of activities as an autonomous EFL learner in this 

class.  

 To Luca, English is perceived as a subject for study instead of a language for 

utilitarian purpose in real life. Luca’s early English learning experiences were mainly 

constructed from listening to textbooks CDs as required assignments; there is few 

access to English for him outside school. His mother’s own negative English learning 

experiences drives herself away from any English-related resources, which in turn 

takes opportunities away for exposing Luca to English. Comparably speaking, because 

of his parents’ own distance to English, they knew fewer access to English-related 

media, Apps, or websites, even these resources might be free from charge . There has 

not yet been much meaning created from EFL culture for Luca; English is just a school 

subject. According to van Lier’s interpretation of language awareness, Luca just steps 

into level 1(2004, p. 100); more immediate affordances in his daily life are needed to 

make English perceived as a meaningful language to him. 

 At the beginning of this English class, Luca experienced “language shock”. It 

surprised him that some of his classmates could already communicate in English 
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fluently. To him, as a young EFL beginner, any instruction, activity, or practice needs 

time to be processed. That is why he keeps “silent” and observes only for a while 

during the first few classes. By his own unnecessary and inevitable comparison with 

experienced peers, the affordances of peers’ outperformance and classroom interaction 

he perceived are ill at first. However, to the researcher/teacher, he is not a slow, lazy, 

or unmotivated learner; his classroom interaction is more than ‘natural’ as any EFL 

beginner is.  

 Luca becomes particularly attentive to listening activities. He enjoys repeating 

sounds or imitating intonations on his own yet hesitates about taking the initiatives to 

speaking activities. He prefers group practicing. During singing activities, if there 

were words or phrases he was not familiar with, his group members’ repetitions 

afforded him with perceptions of pronunciation and intonation. As for class 

presentations, Luca always chose to group with his good friends; he knew that they 

would give him a hand and have a good time together. To Luca, lots of listening 

activities, speaking practice in groups, and the peers’ friendship and teacher’s attention 

match his gap in this EFL class. 

 Luca could finish homework on his own, too, but he neglected the finger reading 

practice, and hence had trouble recognizing letter shapes at the beginning of the class. 

However, his autonomy and constant investment in listening afforded him phonemic 

awareness to perceive sounds more quickly in this English community. At the end of 

the semester, according to his journal, English is no longer an abstract language to him, 

and he can act upon it more responsively. In other words, English gradually makes 

sense to him. 

 It reveals that even the classroom environment, the instructor, peers, and activities 

are all the same, with varied early English learning experiences, the three EFL young 
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learners perceive the same classroom activities in different ways, acting upon 

accordingly. The affordances they perceive--their learning opportunities hence evolved 

in different direction. 

The Horizontal Line: Agent (learner), Affordance, and EFL Class 

 SLA research has explored issues related with power relationships among 

language learners in ESL contexts. The inequitable opportunities for access to 

resources, manufacture the inequitable relations of power among interlocutors, their 

willingness and ways of investment and self-perception(Hall, & Verplaetse, 2000; 

Norton, 2013). However, seldom is discussed the inequitable power relations 

manufactured by EFL young learners’ early English learning experiences. With these 

diverse experiences, the inevitable power relationships in this English class start to 

evolve through interaction, impacting on affordances and self-perception they perceive 

accordingly. 

 Eric’s rich early English learning experiences afford him with confidence to 

interact with his classmates. He is more active in this foreign class compared with his 

interaction in the other language classes, such as Chinese or Taiwanese--his two 

mother tongues, as the teacher researcher observed. As such an experienced EFL 

learner, he becomes the advantageous one who has the ability to take the initiation, the 

power to voice his opinions and the opportunities to help the other classmates during 

the class interaction. He perceives himself confidently through almost all kinds of 

class activities, speaking particularly, which in turn brings him more affordances to act 

upon. 

 As for Ruby, though she is not as experienced as Eric, the investment she 

accumulated in English learning affords her efficiently to negotiate meanings during 

group discussing and performing with peers. However, unlike Eric, Ruby expressed 
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the same confidence in different language classes. That is to say, Eric’s confident 

self-perception is obviously evolving from his early English learning experiences, 

while Ruby’s is not necessarily developing in the same way. Ruby’s consistent 

confidence and positive self-perception across subjects are more likely evolving from 

her personality. Learning experiences are one of her many affordances in this English 

community. There is also one thing unique about Ruby: As the researcher observed, 

among these three participants, she is the one who could efficiently perceive the 

crucial connections between sounds and letter shapes. That is to say, the investment 

she made after school --- listening to CDs constantly and finger reading, raises her 

keen awareness of phonemics, affording her more powers in peer interaction and 

constructing herself more positive self-perception. 

 As an EFL learner with comparably fewer experiences, when the English class 

began, Luca was “shocked” by the performance of his more experienced English 

classmates. “How come they could interact with the teacher in English fluently, yet I 

can’t even recognize from A to Z”. Luca told his mother. (Interview with Luca’s 

parents 10/29/2015). The classroom interaction might have intimidated him at the 

beginning. He became the one with less power to voice in the English class. He is not 

the same confident Luca as in Taiwanese class, since not all his classmates could 

understand or speak Taiwanese. In Taiwanese class, as the researcher observed, he 

needs no help from the other classmates, yet in English class, he liked to group with 

his good friends whenever there was a choice. It was not because most of his good 

friends are experienced learners; they chose to be together out of fun, the affective 

forces. They enjoyed discussing and practicing together. Luca knew his good friends 

would help him willingly. The interaction between friends became Luca’s affordance 

to perceive English at this community. However, those experienced learners easily 
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dominated the situation during interacting. Luca was engaged but with less voice. He 

has the assistance from more capable peers, the opportunities of interacting with equal 

and less capable ones, and his own inner resources--his self-access (van Lier, 2004, p. 

158). When the peer interaction is supportive, the affordances he needed is evolving, 

matching the gap for him in the environment. Grouping with his good friends with 

varied English ability, in a way, balanced the inequitable power relations more or less 

and in turn constructed Luca’s more positive self-perception. The affective forces did 

pull a string behind Luca’s interaction with his friends as his affordances in this 

English community. However, he still perceived himself low in the English class due 

to unnecessary comparison with experienced peers. 

 To conclude, the three participants’ early English learning experiences play a role 

in their perceptions of affordances and interaction in the English class. These 

perceptions and interaction evolve inequitable relations between interlocutors in the 

classroom, constructing their self-perception accordingly.  

 As van Lier elaborated in his book: “Two features are central to autonomy: choice 

and responsibility” (1996, p. 12). Along with the process of constructing their early 

English learning experiences, these three participants perceived different affordances, 

made their own choices and decided how they would fulfill their responsibility to 

English learning.   
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Chapter 6 

Implications and Conclusion 

 In this chapter, a summary of the study is first presented, followed by conceptual 

and pedagogical implications, and then the limitations of this study. 

Summary of the Study 

 Adopting the ecological approach proposed by van Lier (2004), this case study 

investigated three elementary school students’ early English learning experiences 

constructed at home, particularly with parents’ involvement, and their experiences in 

kindergartens or private language centers. It further explored, with these different 

English experiences, the affordances they perceived during their interaction with peers 

and the teacher in the elementary school English class. Data were collected in two 

phases. Phase 1--In the beginning of the semester: a) class discussion was used as a 

group interview, b) the parent-teacher meeting, and c) questionnaires with the 24 

parents were also collected. Then the researcher selected the three focused participants, 

and began phase 2 data collection with a) semi-structured interviews with the parents, 

b) informal conversational interviews with the participants, c) observation and field 

notes, d) learning journals, and e) documentations. Under the framework of the 

ecological perspective and its key concept—affordance (van Lier, 2004), the results 

indicated that how they perceived affordances through classroom interaction were 

mediated by their accumulated English learning experiences.  

Implications 

 Fashions in pedagogy come and go; only when the contextual interaction is taken 

into consideration, would any pedagogy, instruction, or material become perceivable 

affordances for language learners. Through the lenses of ecological approach, the 
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diversity of EFL learners’ experiences, their classroom interaction, and perceivable 

affordances were disclosed. As van Lier reminded “The ecological approach 

developed here is neither a theory nor a method. It is a way of thinking and a way of 

acting.” (van Lier, 2004, p. 3). This way of thinking and acting sensitized the 

teacher/researcher to explore this situated EFL learning community from a broader 

view. The approach highlights that diversity, interaction, and balanced learning 

opportunities are keys to the quality of EFL education, which could be educators’ 

lenses to facilitate the ecology of EFL learning in their situated contexts. 

 As this study unraveled, children with little or no English learning experiences 

prior to elementary school became disadvantaged in classroom interaction, needing 

more affordances from peer interaction and the teacher’s attention. In such an EFL 

social context as Taiwan, there are many Lucas or Lucas’ Moms who experienced their 

“language shock” in the English classroom because of their inexperience. Some might 

even have to go through a “ traumatic silent period” (van Lier, 2004, p. 121). They 

could easily consider themselves inferior in English due to unnecessary 

self-comparing with the other children’s rapid responses or confident interaction. This 

unnecessary sense of inferiority is in fact partly manufactured by the inequitable 

availability of English resources, not their individual fault. If we educators could not 

see the whole picture of English learning under the macro, mecro, and micro social 

context, these less experienced or inexperienced learners might be simply mistaken as 

unmotivated, passive, or lazy ones. In addition, the peer pressure might prohibit them 

from actively engaging in the classroom, which in turn deprives them of the 

opportunity to voice and leads to a vicious circle of English learning. We as EFL 

educators need to understand what affordances that children with no or less early 
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English learning experiences could perceive--what learning opportunities we could 

provide them with through classroom interaction.  

 From the ecological perspective, diversity is both natural and should be valued in 

any classroom so that individual learners’ needs can be met, while balancing is the 

crucial ingredient for the quality of EFL learning. Learners of diverse experiences is an 

evolved phenomenon that is and will always be a challenge to educators. Keeping 

balance is fundamental to improving the quality of any EFL learning community. In 

the ecology of EFL learning, the context, environment, and every organism count. As 

far as English learning is concerned, teaching is only one part of the dynamic process 

of education; how students interacted with their peers and the teacher, and why they 

performed as they did could not be attributed to pedagogy only. As van Lier put it , 

“Language is activity, not object. As a result it is in the world rather than in the head.” 

(van Lier, 2004, p. 19) EFL learning is not confined to the classroom. Behind this 

multiple-leveled class, parents played an significant role in constructing young English 

learners’ experiences. These experiences evolved into their perceptions on affordances 

of English learning. Hence, except for polishing teaching skills or advancing teaching 

methods, it is important for EFL teachers to afford students’ more balanced 

experiences by establishing a community shared with learners and parents. Parents 

who might be afraid of English themselves need approachable resources and friendly 

ways to access their children to English, constructing ecology of English learning after 

class. Only when there is an environment for young English learners to be exposed to 

English, is there a reasonable chance for them to perceive more affordances in English.  

 Affordances could be everywhere according to students’ life experiences and 

perceptions. Teachers and parents need to create more opportunities for young English 
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learners to perceive English as a meaningful medium for them as a foreign language in 

Taiwan.  

Limitations 

 There are some limitations to this study. First, during the class, it was difficult for 

the teacher/researcher to document detailed interaction among students, especially the 

discourses that they exchanged. Although class interaction and group performance was 

captured by a fixed camera, and group discussions and interaction was recorded by the 

teacher walking around the class, a panorama recording of the whole class was not 

possible, making it difficult to observe immediate individual interaction and hearing 

discourses students exchanged. The teacher’s walking around and attempting to record 

might have interfered with the students’ interaction and performance as well. Second, 

the classroom observations, besides the teacher/researcher, could be made by other 

EFL teachers to offer different perspectives and to check interpretations of events; 

since the teacher/researcher was at the same time the three participants’ homeroom 

teacher, there might be some fixed impressions on the participants. Third, the three 

participants were too young to reflect on their learning by writing journals within 

limited time. Regarding learners’ perspectives, other than examining data by informal 

conversational interviews, semi-structured interviews of the three participants could be 

conducted to convey voice from different learners of varied English learning 

experiences. 

Concluding Remarks 

 If “knowledge of language for a human beings is like knowledge of the jungle for 

an animal”, as Leo van Lier analogized, “The animal does not ‘have’ the jungle; it 

knows how to use the jungle and how to live in it. Perhaps we can say by analogy that 

we do not ‘have’ or ‘possess’ language, but we learn to use it and to ‘live in it’. ” (van 
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Lier, 2000, p. 253). The challenge for English as a foreign language in Taiwan is that 

we must create a jungle of English first, and then, as education workers, we could 

afford our students access to use it and live in it. Only when such language jungle 

evolves, would the emergency of learning--access to, perceptions on, and autonomy of 

English learning begin. The contexts of this foreign language, from micro, meso, and 

to macro are all parts of the ecology that need to be cultivated through meaningful 

interaction. Students without after-school English learning experiences require 

teachers’ particular attention to help construct positive self-perception under the 

inevitable peer pressures. Parents’ involvement in providing children with access to 

informal learning opportunities against unequal exposures to English is also important. 

It is the author’s wish that the ecosystem of English learning in Taiwan will be 

balanced among micro, meso, and macrosystemic levels, and the quality of it hence 

enhanced. 
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Appendix A The Questionnaire Used to Initiate Classroom Discussions and 

Group Interview 
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Appendix B Minutes of Parent-Teacher Meeting--First Semester  

  二年級上學期 班親會分享 2015.09.16. 

 (前略) 

 英文  

 方法和興趣 

 課堂練習活動(遊戲、歌唱、生活口語練習、聽說和讀寫活

動交叉並進) 

 通關密語 (視教學進度設定當日通關密語，每日進教室及放

學排路隊前練習開口，讓孩子每天有習慣說英語的機會) 

 聽指讀(回家請務必依照聯絡簿進度聽 CD，指著字跟唸，模

仿 CD的聲音和語調，熟習英語發音的聲調起伏，指字指圖

聽唸可以幫助孩子同時連結字形、字音和字義) 

 文化刺激 

 學習一種語言就是學習一種文化。多看英語發音電影、動畫，

多聽英語發音歌曲等，讓孩子熟習英語語言文化的環境及表

達。 

 老師會不定期上傳相關英語影片、網址等，平日可協助孩子

至班級網頁火線快報或線上資源 點選影片、網址連結觀

賞練習，豐富英語環境建置)。 

 小叮嚀: 二年級孩子的英文學習重點在於精熟二十六個字母的

聽說讀寫，養成正確的學習方法和引起學習興趣。學英文不等

於背單字，孩子只要能看著圖說出或指認單字即可，千萬不要

要求孩子死背單字喔!phonics是三年級才要學習的重點，屆時

再打好見字拼音的基礎。根據研究指出，提早學英文最被證實

的好處在於發音，英語學習最後勝出的主因還是在於興趣、態

度和方法，學習的路才能長遠。 

(後略) 
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Appendix C Minutes of Parent-Teacher Meeting--Second Semester 

二年級下學期 班親會分享 

(前略) 

英文科 

 依據教育部所頒佈的課程大綱，低年級的學習目標是精熟字母聽說讀寫，二

上只學 Aa~Mm，二下才學完 Nn~Zz。整個二年級的重點就是字母的聽說讀寫。所

以孩子不用背單字，不用會拼音（那是三年級的課程），課堂學習以活動式為主

軸設計，盡量讓孩子每堂都有聽說讀寫兼具的機會。 

 由於低年級每週只有一堂 40 分鐘的英文，加上日常生活中沒有使用的機會，

孩子很容易學了新的已經忘了舊的，因此設計每天上、放學通關密語活動，讓每

個小孩都有練習說英文的機會。每週雖然只學兩個新的字母，在作業安排上刻意

讓孩子複習之前學過的，輕鬆精熟學習目標。 

小叮嚀 

 在臺灣，補英文和上安親班一樣似乎已經成為常態。沒有補習的孩子由於是

第一次接觸英文，容易因為課堂上看到同儕嚇嚇叫的英文或超敏捷自然的反應而

以為自己英文很差，其實不然。只要孩子依照聯絡簿進度，學會該會的內容，回

家能多聽 CD 開口練習指讀，這區區 26 個字母是難不倒孩子的。 

 到底要不要去補習啊???????? 

思考一 孩子的時間有限，對我的孩子而言甚麼比較重要?運動?才藝?閱讀?生活經

驗?放鬆的空白時間?他忙得過來嗎?事情總是有輕重緩急，可以和孩子一起討論排

出優先順序。 

思考二 補英文的目的是甚麼? 怕輸在起跑點?怕他跟不上?英文很重要不補不行?

大家都在補，不想補也不行….. 

經驗分享參考 

 學英文首重興趣和方法。孩子有興趣的話，他可能自己就會想要去補習，希

望學得更多更好。方法對的孩子，會自然想要接觸更多英文音樂、影集、書籍等，

成為終生的學習利器。過度補習搞壞孩子胃口時，可能在小學階段或國一還能在

學業上稱霸一時，但補得了一時補不了一輩子，也可能因為學習方法不對而喪失

興趣，後繼無力… 

 英文補習風氣就和幼稚園提前學注音符號和握筆寫字一樣，要留心學習方法

是否正確，適合孩子的發展狀況和需求。沒有補習的孩子的確容易因此對自己喪

失自信(因為實在是太多人補了，試想大家都會注音符號而只有自己不會時的感覺，

而其實不會的小孩才是正常進度的….)。有部分家長會因此選擇讓孩子去補習，

但注重的是補習班的學習方式和教材內容。不管有沒有補習，如果家中有聽英文

歌曲或看英文影集、電影的環境，對學習英文的興趣和自信比較容易維持建立，

因為對孩子而言，這個語言並不陌生，它不是一個禮拜只上一、兩堂，需要寫很

多作業，背很多單字的「科目」。 (後略) 
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Appendix D A Questionnaire with the 24 Parents 
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Appendix E Memo of Interviews 

英語學習經驗建構過程訪談備忘 

OO 媽咪 

 您好!謝謝你願意抽出時間，接受我的訪問。 

想先確認您的意願，這次的訪問內容純供教學研究用途，涉及隱私或及個人身分

等資料都不會外洩，請問您同意錄音嗎? 謝謝您。 

懷孕期間 家中環境 

 請問您在懷孕時會特別留意提供英文胎教的部分嗎?例如聽英文音樂、廣播，

觀賞英文影集、電視，閱讀英文書籍、雜誌等或布置英文環境嗎?(原因、難忘的

經驗 特別的情緒、感覺、反應) 

 您覺得這對他有甚麼影響嗎?(例子、故事) 

幼兒期 零歲~三歲前 

 請問孩子在上幼稚園前有接觸英文的機會，例如在幼幼班或在家中時? 

 接觸的方式(地點? 正式 非正式)?頻率(每天 每周 不定期)?內容(教材 媒

體)?對象(老師 家人)? 

 原因(為什麼有或沒有 難忘的經驗 特別的情緒 感覺 反應(孩子 家長) 

 您覺得這對他有甚麼影響嗎?(例子 故事) 

幼稚園 三歲~五歲 

 請問孩子上了幼稚園之後有接觸英文的機會嗎? 

 接觸的方式(地點? 正式 非正式)?頻率(每天 每周 不定期)?內容(教材 媒體)?

對象(老師 家人)? 

 原因(為什麼有或沒有) 難忘的經驗 特別的情緒 感覺 反應(孩子 家長) 

 您覺得這對他有甚麼影響嗎?(例子 故事) 

小學 一、二年級 

 請問孩子上了幼稚園之後有接觸英文的機會嗎? 

 接觸的方式(地點? 正式 非正式)?頻率(每天 每周 不定期)?內容(教材 媒體)?

對象(老師 家人)? 

 原因(為什麼有或沒有) 難忘的經驗 特別的情緒 感覺 反應 

 您覺得這對他有甚麼影響嗎?(例子 故事) 

家中環境 

 請問孩子回到家中有接觸英文的機會嗎?(正式 非正式 內容 媒體 頻率) 

 家裡面有誰比較常接觸英文?(工作 娛樂 進修 休閒 內容 方式 媒體) 

 您覺得這對孩子有影響嗎?(WHY&HOW) 

其他 

 有沒有甚麼和孩子的英語學習經驗有關，但是我們沒有提到的? 
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Appendix F Ruby’s Learning Journal (05/05/2016) 
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 Appendix G The Schedule of Data Collection 

Phase I  Deciding Participants 

Date Time Data 

09/03/2015 11:20~12:00 (1) class discussion--a group discussion /a questionnaire with 24 

students 

09/16/2015 18:00~20:00 (2) the parent-teacher meeting--a group discussion 

09/25/2015  (3) a questionnaire with 24 parents 

Phase II  Interviewing & Observing 

(4) Semi-structured interviews with parents 

10/26/2015 13:30~16:00 interview  Ruby’s mom 

10/28/2015 15:00~16:30 interview  Eric’s mom 

10/29/2015 16:00~18:00 interview  Luca’s parents 

(5) Informal conversational interviews 

11/26/2015 13:00~13:11 first informal conversational interview with Luca 

11/30/2015 08:00~08:15 first informal conversational interview with Eric and Ruby 

05/30/2016 08:00~08:25 second informal conversational interview with Ruby, Eric, 

and Luca 

(6) Video recorded classroom interaction 

Date Time Unit 

01. 09/03/2015 10:30~11:10 Unit 1-1 Aa Bb Cc  

02. 09/10/2015 10:30~11:10 Unit 1-2 Apple Bear Cat Chant / “Hi!” “Hello!” “Come here.” 

03. 09/24/2015 10:30~11:10 Unit 2-1 Dd Ee  

04. 10/01/2015 10:30~11:10 Unit 2-2 Dog Elephant Chant / “Thank you.” “You’re welcome.” 

05. 10/08/2015 10:30~11:10 Unit 2-3 Dog Elephant Song 

06. 10/15/2015 10:30~11:10 Unit 3-1 Dd Ee 

07. 10/22/2015 10:30~11:10 Unit 3-2 Fish Goat Chant / “Sit down, please.” “Stand up.” 

08. 02/25/2016 10:30~11:10 Unit 1-2 Net Ox Chant / “Good morning!” “Repeat after me.”  

09. 03/03/2016 10:30~11:10 Unit 1-3 Net Ox Song 

10. 03/10/2016 10:30~11:10 Unit 2-1 Pp Qq 

11. 03/17/2016 10:30~11:10 Unit 2-2 Pen Queen Chant / “Let’s count.” “Goodbye.” 

12. 03/24/2016 10:30~11:10 Unit 2-3 Pen Queen Song 

13. 04/07/2016 10:30~11:10 Unit 3-2 Rabbit Sun Turtle Chant / “Open your book.” “Close 

your book.” 

14. 05/05/2016 10:30~11:10 Unit 4-3 Up Van Song 

15. 05/12/2016 10:30~11:10 Unit 5-1 Ww Xx 

16. 05/19/2016 10:30~11:10 Unit 5-2 Watch Fox Chant / “Please come in.” “Be quiet, please.” 

(7) Learning journals 

Date Unit 

01. 09/11/2015 Unit 1 -2 Apple Bear Cat Chant / “Hi!” “Hello!” “Come here.” 

02. 09/17/2015 Unit 1 -3 Apple Bear Cat Song 

03. 09/24/2015 Unit 2 -1 Dd Ee 

04. 10/08/2015 Unit 2 -3 Dog Elephant Song 

05. 10/15/2015 Unit 3 -1 Dd Ee 

06. 10/22/2015 Unit 3 -2 Fish Goat Chant / “Sit down, please.” “Stand up.” 

07. 05/05/2016 Unit 4-3 Up Van Song  reflection and self-evaluation 
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Appendix H Eric’s Performance on Writing and Listening 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eric’s Mini-book of Eric’s writing--corrected 

Summative assessment--parts of Eric’s listening test result 
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Appendix I Eric’s Learning Journal (05/05/2016) 
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Appendix J Ruby’s Performance on Writing and Listening 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ruby’s writing Ruby’s Mini-book of 

Summative assessment--parts of Ruby’s listening test result 
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Appendix K Luca’s Learning Journal (05/05/2016) 
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Appendix L Luca’s Performance on Writing and Listening 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summative assessment--parts of Luca’s listening test result 

Luca’s Mini-book of 

Letters 

Luca’s writing 
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